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April Writing Contest
Steinmetz High Schools apparent victory in the Academic
Decathlon was tarnished by allegations of cheating and the
• school was subsequently stripped of all contest awards.

Would you cheat on a school test if
you stood to gain money or prizes?
\
And, if caught, what punishment
1
~ should be given to people who cheat
~
in school?
Winners will appear in next month's New Expression.
March winners appear below.
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Send typed or neatly printed
entries with:
Your name:
Home address:
Phone number:
Age:
School:
Teacher's name:
Send to:
Writing Contest
New Expression
70 E. Lake St., Suite 815
Chicago, IL 60601

Must be under 19 to win.
Sponsored by
The Polk Bros. Foundation
-- A Chicago Concern
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The Gangster Disciples' Good Friday recruiting binge becomes a yearly tradition
Good Friday is the biggest
day of gong recruitment in
the Washington Park neighborhood. In fact Good Friday has come to be known
as "Black Friday.·
According to members of
the Gangster Disciples. recrultment on Good Fridays
has been heavy In the last
three years. partially because students were off
from school.
·when we at war. we do
what we gotta do to win. If
it means recruiting niggas.
that's what we gonna do:
says a gang member who
refused to give his name
·when we're at war. we
need a lot of extra troops in
case the others get
smoked: says another
gang member.
Four gang members were
inteNiewed for this article.
Here's what they said about
how they recruit.
"We wait until someone is
alone or with someone who
doesn't pose a threat to us.·
Shawn (not his real name)
says "When we see that.
we're ready to strike."
·we approach you and
ask you If you can fight
Whether you say yes or not.
at least one of us comes up
to you to start fighting you.
"If we see that you· re Winning, we jump in also. After
we get through beating the
hell out of you, we ask yo u
to Join our clique ," he says.
If you refuse. they jump
on you again and. If you
have on some "phat" gear.
they take it. Why do they
have to beat kids d o wn
when they recruit them?
"What do you think? We
gotta see If the nlggas c an
fight.·· Shawn says.
This year, Good Friday falls
on April 14. " Look here. on
Good Friday all the kids are
out of school. We always re-

cruit on those no-school
days: Shawn says
The school board decided
to open schools this April 14,
Good Friday. but reversed its
decision after learning that
most teachers were going to
take the day off anyway
Gang members say even if
schools hadn t closed. recrultment wouldn't stop ' We
got gangstas in school too.
so you know they recruiting
nlggas while they re In
school.· says D' Andre (not his
real name)

g1rls on Black Friday (see
sidebar).
.. Back in the day they
were just our g irlfriends, you
know. something to have on
our arm Sometimes they
kept the peace. but now .
the females are crazier than
we are
Now they straight. you
know We a lways got much
love for our females 'cause
they 'folks' too. they get rank
but they a in't runnln sh"If you let females get too
much authority they begin to
f- up.~

Girls and gang recruitment
Organized gangs

Dav1d Yancy. Community
Resource Director for Broader
During the inteNiew, the
Urban Involvement and gang members becam e
Leadership De velopment ag itate d whe n being re(BUILD). says there has always fer red to a s gangsters. "We
are not a gang. we're an o rganization •
Gangs are a lso becoming
more organized , a ccording
to Yanc y "The gangsters are
taking drug mo ney and put/' ~\ t lng themselv es thro ug h
/ 1'/\ school. computer schools In
partic u la r. and they are
~
le arnmg how to o p erate
-\
computers In order to keep
the data o f the Individua l
drug ship ments." he says.
Saying tha t gangs are bebeen o variety of rec ruitment coming more sophisticated
tac tics "One part of gong a nd more violent. the Chirecru itment was actually cag o Crime Commission reshoo ting p o licemen In the cen tly called street gangs
leg," he says
"Public Enemy Number 1. •
Ano ther re quirement In- The Commission says there
va lved girls. Yancy says some are 30.000 - 50.000 "hardgongs hove been known to core" g o ng members that
require females to have sex operate In Chicago
with every gang member In
The G.D.s d id not say their
that partic ular c lique b efore members go to school to bethey can join.
come accountants for the
Once they become mem gong, but they d id say they
bers, girls c an play Important d on 't d iscourage members
roles In the gong. They have fro m g etting an educ ation .
been known to drive the g et
"If (the others) wanna g o
away car during a drive-bye to sc hool. c hurc h. or work we
d on't stop them .· says o ne
or a robbery. Yancy says.
Gangs also look to recruit me mber. "If they wanna g o

(!:!}

lllustrotton by Myon1e Poyton,HJrsch

to c o llege and work n1ne to
five we don t c are. As long
a s they stay tru e to the
g ame. they c an d o whatever the hell they want "'
As the interview con
eluded , one of the g a ng
members sa ys ·Hey let a ll
hem nigga s know 1n that
paper that we looking tor a
few good mutha f- to join
our organization You know.
like the army and sh-.
Lotisha Hollis. o senior at
Du Soble sold o gong tned
unsuccessfully.to recru1t her
cousin When he refused
they tried to jump on him.
"When he (her cousin)
went to get his brothers the
gang members sold there is
no need for a ll ot that . he
con fight someone head
up. When they saw tha t my
cousin w as winning they
jumped In So there was this
big tlg l1t against my tamlly
a nd these gonst ers. l hey
left my cousin a lo ne a fter
that ."
Tlon Williams also a senior,

sa1d he wasn ' t aware o ~
gang recruitment on Good
Friday "I don t care about
gangs. They don't do any~hing t o me. I don t d o anything to them I m cool with
everyone·
"I see it like th1s says Hollis
"you're gett1ng beat down in
the long run You think you re
getting love (from a gang)
but you re not
"There IS one thing I want
people to know Shown
says "k.lds come to us They
wanna be a part o f o ur
clique The y wanna b e
feared They wanno be like
us ·cause they know we a ll
that So w e d on t a lv. ays
have to recru1t mutha t says Shawn
Monica Pegues, DuSabte
Ou Sable
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ARE YOU EXPERIENCED?
a first hand account of Black Friday
I first learned about Black Friday in April of 1991 . Bec ause it
was Good Friday there was no
sc hool. I was walking downthe
stree t wh e n five b oys a p proached and surrounded me.
One of the boys looked me
up and d own then said: "She's
big as hell!! ! I bet she can fight
good."
Then one of the boysstepped
up to me and hit me. So we
started fighting . and I was winning . Then the other boys c ame
and jumped on me. I was handling them. though. After they
stopped beating me down .
they asked me to get clicked in with their gang. I told them
that I wasn 't into that. and they jumped on me again.
Later I went to talk to someone affiliated with a gang a bout
what happened a nd he told me that I should not have been
out there because it was Blac k Friday. the gangsters recruiting day.
This past school year. I decided to write a bout "Blac k Friday· for New Expression.
Every day is supposed to be safe for c hild ren and a dults.
especially the ho lidays. It's a shame people have to live in
fear of mere c hildren-children with ad ult bodies who use guns
as part of gang violence. If gangs would leave people a lone
a nd let everyone live their lives then they' II get the respect
they think they d eserve .
And just maybe everyone c a n live together in this world.
Monic a Pegues. Du Sable

southwest sider has hope lor luture
despite bleak present in her community
Violent. Gang infested. Drugged out. Homeless people. Hatred. These are perfect
words to describe my neighborhood.
I live in an old apartment in the middle of Spaulding and Kedzie on 62nd Street. I've
been living here since I was two, with my brother Andy, who is two years older than I am,
and my parents Rudy and Mercedes Padayao.
We moved here to get away from the violence and gangs in my old neighborhood on
the North Side. little did we know, the problems we tried to move away from would
catch up to us.
It started little by little. My brother and I saw all our friends slowly move away until we
were the only ones left from the good old days. We decided to stay, which was not a very
good decision. As our neighbors moved out, gangs moved in . And the more gangs
moved in, the less freedom I had. When I was 10, stepping outside on my own front
porch became a no-no.
I slowly saw my old neighborhood go down the drain. The friendly people, the dean
streets and sidewalks, the little stores that all the kids used to go-all this was replaced by
gangs, murders, and awful sounds, such as screams and gunshots.
How's my new neighborhood? It's very difficult for me because I can't go out without
seeing different gang members on street corners fighting . There are drunks falling over
right in the middle of the sidewalks. The stores that seemed to have good business have
closed down.
To this day, I don't even know my own neighbors. It hurts me to know that I have to
grow up in the middle of violence, trying to be strong myself without getting involved
with the bad.
Alii can do is hope and pray that we can all live in a world where only peace, hope
and love revolve around us. But I know by the way the world is today, that will never
happen except in my dreams.
lesley Padayao

Hyde Park wins 9th consecutive Know Your Heritage crown
Kudos to Hyde Park. For the ninth year in a row, the school is winner of the "Know Your
Heritage" contest. "Know Your Heritage" airs on WGN-Channel 9 during Black History Month.
Contesta nts are asked questio ns in geography, literature, music, politics and religion . The
w inners e ach rece ive a $1 ,000 college scholarship and an all -expense paid trip to Walt
Disney World . Thi s yea r's champi o nship team consisted of london Shavers, Monica Harper,
Naila Ro bin son, Ye hoshuah Yo ung , Juanita Tennyson and Harold Bell . Bell is also a staff
write r for New Expression.
NE staffer takes first place in poetry competition
Andre Hogan , a senior a t Curie and staff writer for New Expression, is first place winner in Curie's
anti-d rug poetry competition. The contest, "Red Ribbon Week" is part of a national campaign to raise
public awareness of alco hol and d rug use. Ribbons with the message, "The Choice for Me is Drug Free"
were worn by students. Hogan's winning entry is titled , ''The Storm ."
Adriana Muguia , a student who wrote a poem entitled, "A Life with Drugs" and laDesiree Williams,
author of "Stop the Violence" were second and th ird place winners respectively.

Hyde Park High School's 1995 Know Your Heritage
team (l-R) london Shavers,Juanita Tenyson,
Monica Harper, Yehoshua Young,Naila Robinson,
and Harold Bell.

fs

Top technology takes-off
DuSa ble is the only Chicago public high school with an lnternetlab. Only 14 schools throughout the
state were chosen a s Inte rnet sites, as part of $1 .8 million program to implement computer technology
into the school curriculum . The grant was awarded by the Illinois State Board of Education. The money
will be used to construct a network of computers, connecting classrooms throughout the school to the
Internet. As a result, students and teachers will be able to access the Internet's worldwide databases from
their classrooms. Students will a ccess information, create "hyper-media" presentations, demonstrate
what they learn and communicate with other Internet users around the globe.
The Un iversi ty of Chicago and funding from the National Aeronautics Space Administration helped
establish the Inte rnet connection.
Mama's always on stage ...
Arts of living High School and "Stories on Stage" present "Reflections of Mothers So Young" at the Court
Theatre, 5535 S. Ellis Ave. Show times are Monday, April 10 at 7 :30p.m. and Thursday, April13 at 10
a .m. (for student groups only). Tickets are $12 for adults and $8 for students with I. D. For more information, call Kathy at (312) 455-0440.
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Improvements will.prepare Harper and DuSable for the future
Forget about the kind of high school you ore familiar with. DuSoble and Harper High Schools
ore undergoing major changes-changes that some soy could be the future of schools 1n
Chicago
Just as a un1vers1ty has se ;erol colleges.
the high schools will hove several smo 1er
"schools" within the school.
·smaller schools are In he future. says
Lucio Podraza . JOurnalism teacher at
DuSoble "Some people m ight think 1t 1s a
fad. but high schools ore not do1ng tne JOb
of educating students for jobs n the modern world of technology. Smo er h1gh
schools are meant to nurture students JUSt
as grammar schools do
By scaling down schools. teachers hope
to prov1de more individual attention to the1r
students through a fom1ly-type o+mosphere.
In the fall, DuSoble wil be div1ded 1nto 10
smaller schools such as the School or Comlllustrohon by Charles Fronkhn
munications and Journalism. the School of
Bus1ness Technology. School of Moth and Technology ond the School of Government and
Low and Economics A dE:.d1coted s off will hove rnore control over what happens with the
students scheduling .
There will also be a general" school not unlike the current system Each school will hove
four to six core teachers
DuSoble s Small School program is modeled after New York City's Central Pork East H1gh.
In addition. the Universtty of llhno1s Small Schools Project Coordinators will prov1de schools
with counsel to ease the transition to smaller schools.
Continuing students will be in for some surpnses. though. New formats mean new rules to
memorize. For example soy a student picks the School of Computer Technology. Con ~he
student get out of 1t tf he or she desires to be port of another school? According to Charles
Mingo. principal of DuSoble students must mo1ntoln a
overage or better to transfer
from one small school to another

·c·

leslie Gray. DuSoble

Honeybees providing role models for Chicago's youth
"Team work will make 1t happen.· This is the motto for a new organiZation called the "Honeybees.· Actually. it's not on organization It's a professional women 's league
Of what you ask?
Of basketball The Honeybees was founded by Albert Withams who works for the Un1ted States
Deportment of Agriculture (USDA).
Williams says. "I hove been Involved w1th Youth Mof1votion for three years During that time. I
discovered that among young girls basketball is a l1m1ted opportunity. Young girls ore not given
the chance to advance like moles There ore more opportunities for the moles.·
Most people would d1scouroge this 1deo because of just that However Williams IS not that
d1scouroged "There were several people along the way who weren t posit1ve. People who
weren't optimistic. but pesslmlsflc Not everybody IS go1ng to agree with your ideas You hove to
hove confidence 1n yourself •
This Is the whole message behind the Honeybees team ~ we believe that the way to teach
and promote health and fitness 1s through self-confidence and self-esteem It we g1ve the
young g1rls support to help them achieve something that they normally could not we ore promoting health and fitness through athletics. In order to enforce their ideas. the Honeybees have
established "clinics·- three days of 1nstruct1onol teoch1ng of basic othlel1cs
· we hope to give young girls self confidence to believe that they are capable of participatIng in athletics, at on early age • Williams so1d.
Along with promoting health and Illness. the Honeybees also promote college education and
academics. It's often been sold that "children are the future. Th1s Is exactly why the Honeybees hove chosen to work with high schoolers and 1n the future grammar schoolers ~et the
actual Honeybees aren't teenagers. they are women who have graduated from college ployed
collegiate basketball and or played professional basketball in Europe "These women are also
community based young ladles.· says Williams. "The Honeybees give women who hove once
played basketball a chance to continue. II also provides poslt1ve role models fo1 all young girls
and gives them an alternative to gongs. drugs. and the like II gtves them a better quality of

tun.·
The I toneybees ore on the move. Work1ng along with the pork district the Hone>ybees hope
that this new odventur will turn into a grand success. Remember "Team work will make 11
ho~pen"

If you would like to join tho Honeybees In thoir quest ror success you con contact the
district nearest you
Tamml M. leShara. Crane
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Boyz II Men captured Best Group and Album of the Year honors.
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Sammy Davis ,Jr. Award winner Queen latHah and Naughty By Nature.
Do Brat-tat-tat-tot representin' Chicago.

Soul Train's creator Don Cornelius poses with O.J. Simpson defense
team members Carl Douglas and Johnnie Cochran.

Rap mogul Russell Simmons poses with Atlantic
recording artists Changing Faces (Photo by Raymond Boyd)

Michael Jackson's proteges Brownstone
were presenters for the event.

I had the chance to chill in Los Angeles at the
Ninth Annual Soul Train Music Awards. It was
really SWEET. Superstars Patti LaBelle, Kenny
(Babyface) Edmonds, and Anita Baker were the
co-hosts. Baker also received two awards:
Best R&B Single/Female and Best Sou l Album/
Female.
Chicago homejam R. Kelly received an
award for Best R&B Single/Male; chart-topping
quartet Boyz II Men received Best R&B Single/
Group and Best Soul Album/Male; Brandy
received Best R&B/Soul New Artist; Snoop
Dogg received Best Rap Album ; Norman Brown
won for Best Jazz Album; and, Sounds of
Blackness took home Best Gospel Album
honors.
There were special performances by
Boyz II Men, Brandy (who sang her remix of "I

wanna Be Down" with Queen Latifah, MC Lyte,
and Yo Yo).
The show's highlights were special honors
given to Diana Ross and Queen Latifah. Ms.
Ross received the prestigious Heritage Award for
career achievement and Latifah received the
Sammy Davis, Jr., Entertainerofthe Year Award.
Snoop Dogg said that the Soul Train
Awards are the Black Oscars and Emmys.
Everyone who was anyone was there, dressed to
impress. We photographers watched with
excitement as the entertainment industry's
greatest stepped out of their limos. I saw Toni
Braxton, Mr. & Mrs. Johnnie Cochran (O.J.
Simpson's lawyer), Tanya Blount, Jasmine Guy,
Natalie Cole, Blackstreet, Jada Pinkett, Tracy
Edmonds (Babyface's wife), Hammer, Jamie
Foster Brown (from Sista 2 Sista magazine),

Halle Berry, Chante Moore, Brownstone, Garcella
(the black one on Models Inc.), Mario Van Peebles,
Bill Bellamy, Zhane, and the list goes on and on.
Of course, Chicago was in the house: Da
Brat was there (she had her double platinum
album party at Glam Slam -- owned by the former
Prince); Amadeus was in the house, too; and,
WGCi personalities Rick Party and Cartea who
stepped-out in a limo (I hope you guys had that
problem resolved-- they know what I mean).
I hung with my boy Raymond Boyd (of
Fresh). Charice White (of Info) who is my new big
sister in entertainment; and, photojournalist Bill
Jones who showed us around and picked up the
tab at Roscoe's (a restaurant where a lot of
celebs hang out).

I also attended the Sprite Night party -- a
star-studded, invite only, bash which aired live on

Music legend Diana Ross and
Motown Records founder Berry Gordy.

Actress Halle Berry was looking GOOD.

Superpfoducer Kenny'Babyface' Edmonds.

Best New Attlst/Female winner Brandy.

Sexy Block Man/NE entertainment reporter Morvin Patterson.

Co-host Patti LaBelle.

Co-host Anita Baker
won two awards.

BET. There were live performances by Pete Rock
& C.L. Smooth, Miss Jones, Immature, Craig
Mack, Portrait, Brownstone, and Da Brat.
Andre Harrell of Uptown Records received
the Sprite "Image Breaker" award which
recognizes outstanding industry achievement and
individuals who "obey their thirst for success." In
five short years, Harrell and Uptown have put out
seven multi-platinum albums, two gold discs, and
sold 12 million records worldwide.
Sprite Night hosts (Video Soul's Donnie
Simpson and Sh~rry Carter ~nd Rap City's Leslie
M. Segar) interviewed Coollo, Tanya Blount,
Scarface, Me'Shell Ndege'Ocello, and Blackstreet.
1met Olive Brown (formerly on Miami Vice),
Jackee, Whodini , Chicago homejam Rajanee,

Best Music VIdeo/Male
winner Aaron Hall.

and saw old friends Karen Kennedy of Silas/MCA
Records and Lillian Matulic of Priority Records.
It seemed like everybody had a party that
weekend . Death Row had a party ... Motown had
a party ... and on and on til the break of dawn.
I gotta send a shot out to my New York
friends: Sharon Washington and Chrissy Murray
at Atlantic Records, Ane Rosenbourgh and Beverly
Paige at Polygram . If you ever wonder how I get
invited to events like this, it's people like the above
who are the answer.
What's up to my girl Dinah (who showed
me around LA), Rick Day, and the family members
I visited out in La-La-Land.
In other news, Jive recording artist E-40
(who is living large behind his last album which

~w~~'V

Supermodelfoclress
Gorcelle Beauvais.

sold 800,000 units) just dropped a new one. He
raps fast and slow on tracks like "1 LUV" (which is
melodic tribute to homies locked-down
everywhere). "Sideways", meanwhile is a drinking
track that will have fans staggering. Also, check
out "Sprinkle Me" and "Dusted."
Sultry 550/Epic recording artist Desiree
was at the Park West being bad and bold. Before
the show I went to her hotel to talk with her and
enjoy some tea-- she is so sweet. More next time.
P.S. To Eazy-E and the rest of my homies
who have died from complications of AIDS ... I just
want to say your soul's haven't been forgotten .
Love, peace. and soul.
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liquors disguised as candy treats invade african-american neighborhoods
"Tutors:
"Tumblers:
Sound like the newest juice drink for kids? Or new brands of jello. New snacks for your kid brother or sister' s lunch?
Not quite.
"Tutors· are an alcoholic wine cooler served in test tube containers in such flavors as Ba-Mama-Hama. Delicious Red
on the Beach. Yellow Mellon Balls and Rainbows with a recommended price of .69 cents.
Tumblers are alcoholic gelatin shots sold in jello and puddding like containers in Cherry. lemon/Lime. Orange and
Strawberry with a choice of either rum or vodka. These 24-proof snacks sell for .99 cents each.
Local activits. led by Father Micheal Pfleger of St. Sobin a 's. a Catholic parish on Chicago' sWest Side, think that Union
Liquors, located in Chicago on west 35th street. Is targeting teens and young kids with these products. and are protesting
their sale in the Chicago area. especially on the South and West Sides. Pfleger asks. "Do you think that 'Tutors' and
'Tumblers' are being sold in Wilmette. Barington and Skokie? No, they are being sold on the South and West Sides. to
get our c hildren hooked on alcohol so they become consumers of it as they get older. It's a genocide to destroy our
youths.·
Father Pfleger says he heard of the new products from neighborhood grocery store owners who were approached
by Union Liquors to sell the products. Pfleger insists that Union Liquors asked the stores to display their products on the
check-out counter. near the candy. Mr. Gregory Mauloff. speaking on behalf of Union Liquors, denies the accusation.
"Tutors· and "Tumblers· will only be sold to restaraunts and banquet halls and served only to patrons who are over 21.
· we are not now or have we ever marketed to people under 21 : said Mauloff.
This is not the first time Union Liquor and Father Pfleger have crossed paths. For nearly two years Father Pfleger tried
to stop Union Liquor's distribution of grain alcohol in Chicago. an attempt which they resisted. Ultimately the sale of Grain
Alcohol was banned by Mayor Daley and the City Council. Pfleger feels this attempted marketing to teens Is intended
to make up lost revenues from the sale of grain alcohol.
On Marc h 7. Pfleger was arrested for trespassing at Union Liquors headquarters on West 35th street In an attempt to
set up a meeting with Mauloff. This. Pfleger said . was after repeated phone calls and letters which Mauloff ignored. · we
wanted to make it clear to them that we are not going crway just because they want us to. ·
Right now. Pfleger and his group are compiling support letters from local politicans. like Congresswoman Carol
Mosely Braun. Nation of Islam's Louis Farrakhan. and several local groups. including PUSH and MADD. An ordinance has
also been introduced in the City Council to ban the sale of •tutors· and •tumblers. •
Mauloft says Pfleger's accusations are "just not true: Union Liquor is a family-run company."that would never do
that.· Mauloff says. Union Liquor has too much concern for the community to market to minors. He says 40 employees
tutor youths in the Chicago Public Schools on a weekly basis.
"Father Pfleger feels there is an issue. and quite simply, he's wrong; said Mauloft.
The Illinois law which addresses the marketing of alcohol to children states. · such advertisements shall not contain
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feels that the use of the test-tubes and the gelatin and pudding in the jello-like cups makes an appeal to children
whereas Union Liquor insists otherwise. saying gelatin shots are ' all the rage· with adults.
Marketing tobacco and alcohol to underage kids Is not a new Issue in the Chicago area. Joe Camel, the mascot for
Philip Morris's Camel cigarettes. has been the center of controversy for many years.
Opponents charge that the cartoonish Joe is targeted to cartoon-loving kids. Despite several challenges in court.
the use of Joe Camel has been upheld.
Father Pfleger has protested against companies who have distributed hypodermic ink pens. bubble gum beepers.
gang Insignias as well as companies who have d istributed drug paraphernalia items.
He says he and his group ' will target any company with items that we feel are inappropriate. insulting and marketed
to our children.·

Heather MacDonald, Kenwood Academy
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WIN AS MUCH AS $1500 IN CASH
TO ALL YOU SONG WR ITERS
HERE'S A CHANCE TO SHOW
YOUR WRITING SKILLS.

"Education gives you

THE SONG WRITER WRITERS
CONTEST.

pursue your dreams.

the opportunity to
Choose Education ...

FOR MORE INFO CALL:

{312)638-1501
PAGER # 994 7066
ASK FOR E.J.

GIRLS WANTED 9-19
TO COMPETE IN PREMIER'S
1995 CHICAGO PAGEANTS.
OVER $100,000 AWARDED
ANNUALLY IN SCHOLARSHIPS
AND PRIZES INCLUDING

I

believe me ff's the best
choice you'll ever make./"

~ ROBERT

MORRis·
COLLEGE

NATIONALS.

CALL

1-800-356-8256 EXT. 0132.

Fountkd 1913

MAJORS

PROGRAMS

• Business Management
• Diploma (In 10 Months)
• Accounting
• Associate Degree
.• Medical ).sslsting
On 15 Months)
• Medical Records Technology • Bachelor's Degree ·
• Computer Systems
(In 3 years or less)
Technician
• CAD/Drafting
JOB PLACEMENT
• Graphic Arts
Chicago Cornpus
• Photography & Film Imaging • 950fo of Diploma &
180 N. LaSalle St.. Chicago, IL tiliol
Degree Grads secured
• Travel & Tourism
(312) 836-4608
positions last year
starting
•
Computerized
Business
Orland Pork Campus
•
Free
Ufetlme
Placement
Systems
43 Orland Square. Orland Park. IL 60462
(708) 460-BCXXJ
• Administrative Assistant

(800) 225-1520

Robert Morris College is a Private, Not-For-Profit Institution Accredited by the North Central Association of Colleges & Schools

Empowerment Zone funding to provide career skills opportunities lor youth
What would you do if you won 100
million dollars? Go to Disney World?
Buy expensive cars? Eat shrimp and
lobster for the rest of your days?
Chicago just won $1 00 million
from the Clinton administration and
is puHing the money to work in a variety of ways which mdude jobs for
inner-city youth and the 1mplemen·
totion of youth programs.
The money will be split up among
low-income neighborhoods on the
South Side, West Side and Pilsen/
Little Village areas of the city Each
of these areas has been designated
as on "Empowerment Zone" (EZ).
Each zone has a comm1ttee that
comes up with ideas of how to constructively use the money.
The South Side 1s the only zone m
which youth are involved 1n the deliberations
Abebi Asob1, 16 got involved in
the EZ youth futures plonnmg pro-

cess with the help and encouragement

of members of the Kenwood Oakland
Community Orgomzotion (KOCO ) A
Curie student, Asobi has on active voice
in the allocation of funds .
She and other South Side youth hove
proposed programs destgncd to -::reate
career onented jobs for youth in the
Woodlawn Kenwood Oakland,
Grand Boulevard, and Wash1ngton
Pork communihes The 1obs will go
beyond Ripping burgers and selling
clothes. They will teach kids busmess
knowledge and self-support sk1lls
Everybody IS always depending on
somebody else, • says Abebi "These
1obs will teach them to depend on themselve! •
Shannon Bennett, the adult representative of the Kenwood/Oakland com·
munihes. eshmotes that upwards of 50
jobs wtll be created. These include tu
taring, men loring, and youth camp jobs
which will teach leadership and com

mun1collons sktlls. In addition, a
pro1ect called Youth Build will allow
teens and young adults to train in diFFerent trades l1ke construclton and
electronics
Shannon has also proposed that
youth m1cro·enterpnses be created
These enterprises would allow youth
to learn what it is like to be on entrepreneur. They would also teach volu·
able bus1ness and adverhsing skills.
"A lot of teenagers might be doing
a lot of th1ngs m the street,• says Jessie
Davis, on EZ youth from Lincoln Park
High School "If they sec busmess programs, they m1ght be mterested It II
g1ve youth a lot of experience even 1f
they don t grow up to go into busi·
ness
Despite the Fact that the youth ore
taking active roles in the zone process, they do encounter interference
Abebi Feels that many adul~ involved
"don' t wont youth to know about it

Dora La Couture
•Fashion
Consultant

Cotillion

•Prom

Flower Girl
Dresses

(EZ 1because the more people know,
the more wont to help •
And the more people help, the more
the money wtll be spread around the
city
Jheatiane Dov1s, another EZ youth,
feels that adults should not hove the
only soy ·so 1n planning youth activ1·
hes
"They know we speak out from what
we understand They hove plans For
our commun1ty, don' t agree w1th but
we stand up against that #
More South Side youth ore encouraged to join the empowerment zone
youth planning process. All queries
should be d1rected to the Kenwood
Oakland Community Orgomzahon, at
(312) 548-7500
Adrienne P. Samuels,
Morgan Pari<
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•Custom
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A SAFE, FUN SPACE FOR
GAY, LESBIAN, AND BISEXUAL YOUTH
• DROP-IN CENTER
• DISCUSSION GROUPS
• ACTIVITIES
• EDUCATION AND OUTREACH
• HIV-POSITIVE SUPPORT GROUP

961 MONTANA ST.
CHICAGO, IL
CALL 472-6469 (DAY) OR 929-HELP {6·1 0 PM)
327-5381 (TID FOR HEARING IMPAIRED)

374-8863
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teens and contracepive choices
At first, this started out as an
article
about whether
condoms should be allowed
to be distributed In schools.
But after passing o ut suNey.s
a nd tabula ting resu lts, my
Idea for the article changed.
I passed out 50 suNeys and
although I didn't get them all
back, two things stood out the
most about them:
1) almost every person who
took a suNey was female ;
2) more than half of everyone who took the suNey Is
sexually active. The age of
the survey respondents
ranged from 14- 19.
My m ain p urpose in this a rticle Is to address the ladies,
although the fellas should
read on, too. First, if you are
sexually active, let's hope you
are taking all of the necessary
precautions to keep yourself
from getting pregnant or a
sexually-transmitted disease.
(One good thing I found after reading these suNeys, Is
that 97% of the sexually active
teens report that they are using condoms.)
Also ladles, If you are about
to have sex, and your partner

comes up with the ever-so popu lar excuse "Now you
know those things are too tight
for me· or " It just don't feel the
same," m ake him strap it anyway. This is especially true if your
relationship isn't monogamous
(as I believe most teenage relationships oren 't) or if you don't
want to get pregnant.
Always be prepared to take
care of yourself because most
men are not gonna say, "Let's
forget sex since neither of us
have any protection."

If you·re having unprotected
sex, you must have a death
wish.
I know that som e of you are
rolling your eyes and saying, "I
am so tired of hearing the same
thing over and over.· After all,
you hear it everyday on Rickl
Lake. But It's true. If you are having unprotected sex and you· re
sleeping with more than one
person and that person is a
skanky male or female at that,
you are putting your life and
lives of others In jeopardy.
I am not just talking about
p regnancy and AIDS. I am not
ruling them out, but we all know
that as soon as an adult finds

out that a teen
is sexually active. t he first thing
they always say is "You better be careful. because the
next thing you know, you ' ll
be pregnant or you' ll have
AIDs.· Now there Is nothing
wrong with a little sound
advice, but there are other
harsh realities to having unprotected sex.
There are many other STDs
besides AIDS. Some of them
never heal. Some of them
don 't claim the lives of the
irresponsible parents, but kill
babies that are born with
the sa m e diseases their
m other has. Their little bodies oren 't strong enough to
fight off.
There are a lso very dangerous men out there who
want it when they want it,
and won't accept it when
you say. " I changed my
mind. " I am not trying to
judge anyone or harp
about teenage sex. Because I know the last thing
teens want to hear is a safe
sex lecture.
But
coming
from
a
teenager's point of view,

SALE
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when I see person after person on talk shows, in the
news, In the papers. listed
saying how much sex
they've had, it does draw a
lot of attention. With sex all
over the tv, in books, newspapers and magazines, w ho
wouldn't be a little curious?
But if you ' re a virgin, don't

let t hat-or some pressuring
"friends"-steer you away from
your choice of abstinence. Sex
Isn't g ood enough to die over,
or too good to wait for.
Mina Gray, Julian

Bring this ad
in and get
10% off.
More kids getting kicks from soccer
Though soccer may not be big on prime-time television, it's growing in popularity among team sports for
young people.
According to the Soccer Industry Council of America, more than 12 million young people under age 18 play
on soccer teoms, making it the fourth most popular youth sport in the United States-behind only basketball,
volleyball, and softball. Football, baseball, and ice hockey are all less popular than soccer.
And soccer may be inching up the rankings. Among children under age 12, soccer ranks second only to
basketball.
Furthermore, soccer in the United Stales isn't nearly as dominated by bays as are other sports- or soccer in
other countries. Overall, 41 percent of young soccer players are girls. Among teenagers, girls outnumber bays.

Problem child
Enough about Chicago schools being worst in the nation. Here's the deal in New York:
Teochers say they are seeing more and more problems in the classroom, according to a suvey of 623 New
York teochers by New York State United Teachers, a statewide teachers union. Overall, 81 percent of
respondents soy that discipline problems are more frequent and severe than they were live years ago. Here ore
the types of behaviors that New York teachers say ore more common:
Profanity (91 %)
Student defiance/disresped(87%)
Disrespect from parents (66%)
Violence directed at students (63%)

Born that way?
Two Canadian researchers have found a link between the number of ridges in fingerprints and male
homosexuality, adding to the theory that sexual orientation is determined before birth. Researcher Doreen
Kimura ond the study's lead author, graduate student Jeffery Hall, believes that the fingerprint patterns ore not
distinctive to goy men or a marker for homosexuality. Many homosexual men shaw the more typical pattern of

more ridges on the right hand.
Robert Martin, Hirsch Metro

~regp_ant?
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immediate answers w hen you need them most- in
a caring, confidential atl'l;lospbere.
We offer free pregnaacy t Hta-no appointment
necessary, call 24 hou111 a day; special teen services; confidential counseling; informa.tion on abortion options;
and more. We are here to
~
help you. Call us today.
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''Help, police!" The cry of domestic violence
"Hello? Hello? Is this the poficeT
"Yes. n
"My husband is at the door with a
gun! He's threatening to kill me if
I don't let him in! Please help
mel My five year-old daughter is
here and I don 't want her to hear
this. Please hurryr
[Back at the police station]
"What was that calf, manT
"Another '4.' Not important. Just
the standard domestic violence
calf. 1'/f send someone later. n
Invisible, yet visible people.
lnv: :ible when alive. Visible when

dead. Hard to accept. Easy to
dismiss. Too easy to ignore.
The woman who phoned the
police was a victim of domestic
violence. However, these
crimes are often ignored and
dismissed. Many people can't
accept the fact that domestic
violence is a serious crime. So,
this crime often goes unreported.
And, as a result, the criminal
does no time because there is
no crime -- at least no reported
crime.
It's high time that something be

done to correct this crucial,
repetitious fallacy.
Officer Mark Shepherd is a
Texas officer who specializes in
crimes of domestic violence. He
feels that the crime is real ,
happening everyday to our loved
ones. Shepherd also feels that
the time 1s now to start doing
something about these violent
crimes.
"It's hard to call the police on
someone you care about," said
Officer Shepherd.
Nevertheless, Shepherd feels

•

Now with Residence Halls!*
• Plenty of cultural athletic and social activities-on and off campus.
• Top-notch faculty that welcomes one-on-one interaction.
• Exciting, yet secure urban environment for Learning and Living.
• Degrees offered in more than 80 fields of study.

Chicago
State
.__.. . Universi!Y
BOAJW OP GWRRl'iOIIS UNIVEJISITII?S

*Only academically serious students
need apply. Hurry. Space limited.

Call (312) 995-DORM.

that some action must be taken
in these cases. Shepherd knows
first-hand about the problems
created in an abusive home.
'When I was seven years-old, I
almost killed my stepfather," he
said. "He kept hurting my mother
and I couldn't stand it anymore.
The police had to make several
vis1ts to my house, on account of
domestic violence calls."
As ment1oned earlier, the
victimized parent is often overlooked, but even fewer people
realize that the children are also
effected.
Although Shepherd may not
have suffered d1rect physical
abuse, the mental and emotional
abuse that he Withstood has not
yet left him
"When I arrest a cnm1nal, I
don't JUSt arrest h1m for his v1ctim.
I arrest him for all the times my
stepfather abused my mother
and wasn't arrested," he sa1d.
DomestiC v1olence IS a cnme
effects all of us m some way,
form, or fashion It effects the
parent as well as the child The
victimizer as well as the vict1m
What happens to the criminal

in a domestic violence crime?
Repeatedly, they are released
from jail and put on probation or
just given "a spank on the hand."
Notwithstanding, I have to think
that the criminal , or victimizer,
has to feel some type of empathy, or at least some inch of
remorse, for their victim.
One prison inmate said he
committed murder because he
was angry -- not angry at the
person, but angry at everyone -everyone who had wronged him.
All the anger and pain he had
suppressed was then unleashed,
and the sting of it had been felt
by his VICtim.
Domestic violence is VIolence
that effects all of society. Not just
the victim's family, but also that
of the victimizer. It is a continuous cycle If it is not stopped
now, 1t will continue forever.
[Back at the pollee stat1on]
"So what happened wtth that 4 .
that domestic violence calf?"
'The mother was dead The
ftttle girl was hidmg in the bathroom, shaking."
{Twenty years later In the home
of the gtrf whose mother had
been killed]
"Hello? Heffo? Is this the poltce?'
"Yes"
"My husband IS at the door w1th a
gun/ He 's threatenmg to kJII me .f
I don't let him tn! Please help
me' My five year-old daughter ts
here and I don t want her to hear
thts Please hurry'"
Tamm1 M LeShore, Crane

If you or someone
you know needs
help coping with
domestic violence,
contact Family
Rescue in Chicago at 375-6863
(general number)
or 375-8400
(emergency calls) .
Also, the Springfield-based Illinois
Coalition Against
Domestic Violence, (217) 7892830 can refer
you to other organizations and answer any questions you might
have.
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Sixty to Zero in UNDER ONE DRINK
More than 500 Illinois youth have been
caught under the new state law that
suspends the driver's license of anyone
under age 21 who has even a trace of
alcohol or drugs in their system.
·
From January 1, 1995-when the "zero
tolerance" law went into effect-until
March 17, there have been 523 youth in
the state charged with driving with an .
illegal blood/alcohol level, according to
the Secretary of State.
Cook County had the highest number
of incidents in the state, with 81 people
under 21 caught.
According to the state, the law is
supposed to send a tough message to
teens: "One drink will put you over the
illegal limit-you cannot have even one

Evelyn Rodriguez points to where her
spine was injured in an auto accident
Her friend was driving drunk.

Penalties for youth drinking and driving
SAC' of .01 or greater
Loss of driving
privileges
first violation
Test refusal
first violation

3 Months

SAC ol.1 Oor greater
2 Years minimum

6 Months

2 Years minimum

Loss of driving
privileges
second violation

1 Year

Until age 21or 3 yr.
minimum

Test refusal
second violation

2 Years

Until age 21 or 3 yr.
minimum

Effect on
driving record

Except during
suspension,
not on record
public driving
record

Permanently on
public driving
record

· Refers to blood I alc ohol c ontent.

drink and drive a car."
Under the law, first offenders will get a 3-month license suspension for
registering any BAC level, which refers to the alcohol content (generally
from .00 to .02). But if a first offender refuses to take a breath test, he or
she could lose his or her driver's license for 6 months.
Kenya Davis, Kenwood

NORTHWESTERN BUSINE
Chicago First Private Business College

A

Northwestern Business CoUege you'D

be two years ahead of the competition
by being two years further in your career.
So why not jump start your career by two years
and call today! The career you

want

can be yours

sooner than you think.

TWO-YEAR ASSOCIATE DEGREES IN:
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• Computers
• Office Technology
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• Business Administration
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Call Today! Classes Begin March 9
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Financial Assistance is Available
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college info and insight

ARTHUR
ANDERSEN
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This article is writfen by Chonte
Spann , a freshman at Emory University in Arlonto, Georgia. She plans to
enter medical school in a few years.
She is a former staff writer for New
Expression.
Anticipating college experiences is
fun . I con remember many times when
my mind drifted to the new life that
would hove in college, of all the mmu·
blowing things that I would encounter.
My predictions were qu1te thrilling.
My friends and I discussed all the free
hme we would hove because we
wouldn' t hove to stay in school all day.
We discussed the importance of not
going •buck wild• and staying out all
mght. And we talked about men! We
were convinced that gomg to college
would be like gomg to a g1ont meat
market of men
Needless to soy, I was living in a
fantasy world Maybe the above ore
factors which constitute some people's
college experience, but the college

fairy must hove passed me up All the
fabulous stones I heard about college
s1mply did not apply
The most shockmg and 1mportont
Fodor about college IS the senousness
of the s1tuohon I knew that ocodem'cs were 1mportant, but I thought 11
would be a breeze, like h1gh school
But 1t's not Classes ore hard And

whoever so1d that college students hove
a lot of free hme IS WRONGt I hardly
hove hme to sleep
NOTE. Just because you get out of
class at noon does not mean that your
school day ends What 11 really means
1s that your 50 minute class IS over and
you probably hove a rev1ew session,
group study, or a teacher conference

to attend Not to menhon the fact that
even though you don' t get wntten
homework a lot, you do hove to read
those 100 pages of text by tomorrow.
And BEWARE, you sc1ence/pre·
med mo1orst Yes, the labs really do
toke three hours!
Another osped of my experience
wh1ch destroyed my college fantasy
IS the soc1ollife. I knew that I was not
gomg to a • party school,• but I thought
that at least some of the porhes would
be on campus Wrong ogom My lesson was learned SOCial sohsfochan
at my school requ1res a cor (or close
fnends with one).
So what do I do on Saturday n1ghts
(w1th no cor)2 Somehmes, I watch a
movie m a fnend 's room Somehmes,
I break down and study There s nothing else to do
Now, some of you might suggest,
"What about gomg on a dote?'
My reply 1s "With who2" The number of cuhes/freaks at my school IS
NOT what I thought it would be I assumed that because I was go:ns to

SC

school in Arlento, I would meet plenty
of nice-looking people. NOT! So
much for my meat market.
Leovmg Chicago and going to a
new place was somethmg that was
not supposed to phose me too much.
I knew it would toke a bit of adjustment .. getttng my pnorihes straight
And, I' m sure, m time, 1t'll get beHer.
As for right now, the Hbest times
of my life• hove not happened, yet
I w1ll not complom, though. the
expenence is definitely worth
hovmg And, honesrly, I' m
begmmng to en1oy college more
and more All in all, I believe that
my transition from h1gh school to
college proved to be a pretty
pos1hve move.

Cissell &Eble gi\'e Southem Illinois University at Edwardsl'ille ...

A GAME PLAN
FOR PAYING FOR COLLEGE

"Two Very Big
Thumbs Up!"
The latc't Holl} \\ ooJ blo..:kbu tt!r''
o. they're talkmg abvut Southern
llllno1s Umversny at £:.d\\ard -\tlle.
Ben Cisu/1, freshman from
Chwerfield, Mo.: "L1vmg on campu~
h:b been an a"c~ome C\pt!nencc ior
me I'm gctttng a grc4t cJucatlon, and
the pnce 1 nght So I g1vc IUE a
b1g Thumbs Up."
Eltzabetlz Eble. jl eshman from
Bellfl'llle, Ill " Inc camru~ IS lush
Wllh greene!') . vet tt' s close to 't
Lou1s and tis employ mcnt oppor
tumt1cs. 1g1vc IL 1 1numb, Lip.
But to apprcctatc tt, )'llU mu~t ~cc
1t for your.;cll "
SILE aho !!Ch ra\c rc\IC\\S fr\1m
Jcnmfcr Campbell ot Effingham.
Natasha Lang of Aurora. and l)thcr
lltutlcnts from all O\cr llhno1s
a
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How to Win a Sports Scnolorship ($14 95, published by First
Base Sports Inc.) is a 23Q-page book with a step-by-step
approach to attracting one of more than 100,00) athletic
scholarships worth over $500 offered annually. The book, by
Penny Hastings and Todd D. Caven, provides student-athletes
with information on how to:
1) develop a step-by-step game plan to win a sports
scholarship,
2) Identify colleges offering scholarships In their sport,
3) assess their own athletic and academic skills with a
series of quizzes,
4) assemble their own Sports Resume KitrM,
5) market themselves to attract the attention of
college coaches,
6) decide which college Is best for them. and
7) negotiate scholarship offers sucessfully.
For further information or to order books. call First Base
Sports at (800) 247-8228 or mall a check or money order to
First Base Sports Inc .. P.O. 1731, Manhattan Beach. CA 902671731. Each book sells for S14.95 plus $2.75 shipping.

"An Awesome
Experience"

Eble: "You
Must ee It''

To learn more

or arrange a
campus v1sit, call SlUE toll-free
Ill llhrtOIS.

1-800-447-SlUE
(Ask for Amy)
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Southern Illinois University at Edwardsville
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Mega Man x~

• Capcom has released a new X-men arcade game! You've got to see this one, it's incredible!
Spiral, Wolverine, and Omega Red are all there. There's also up to 21-hit combos and a little
morphing' too. We'll review X-men: Ch~ldren of the Atom next month. -Matrix
• Coming soon from Capcom is Night Warriors- Dark Stalkers 2 and it's rumored to be a
monster (if you like fighting games). Slated for this summer, Night Warriors- DS2 is supposed to
coincide with the release of a new animated series for TV -- Dark Stalkers.
•
Nintendo will be releasing three new FX games this summer --- Comanche, FX Fighter,
and the highly anticipated Star Fox 2. Star Fox 2 is supposed to be for two players, and
you can now move freely around the screen. Nintendo has also secured worldwide
rights to a new James Bond: Golden Eye video game, based on the upcoming movie
starring Pierce Brosnan as Bond. The game will be using Pierce Brosnan's likeness.
Golden Eye will be released during the Christmas of 95' .
•
Turtel Onli is organizing the 3rd Annual Black Age of Comics Convention, which
will be held May 27th and 28th at the Southside Community Art Center. The convention is set up to enlighten comic fans on the way black and African-derived art
should be viewed, along with seminars, collecting exhibits, and few other surprises. The convention is a city-wide high school comic competition, open to all high school students. Students may
also try their hands at a separate writing and art competition (prizes to be announced later). Onli
commented on the purpose of the competition: "The thing that always bothered me was that if you
play basketball, baseball and football, there's all kinds of things for you," said Onli. "But if you're
the kid sitting in class, saying Wow! You know I want to grow up and write comic books ...
everybody th inks your weird, and there's no outlet." Until now. Contest winners not only win
prizes, but they will have their work seen by professionals all over the country. For more information about the comics or the contest, call (312) 684-2280. -Free Will Lee (William Lee, Hyde
Park)
• MORTAL KOMBAT Ill is in Chicago! (Check out DIVERSIONS at the Lincoln Village Shopping
Center, .if you don't mind the possible 1 hour wait) . Nationwide release is scheduled
for April 15 and the whole world is sitting at home biting their nails. They're also
probably checking the couch for loose change. Liu Kong and Kung Loo, the Shaolin
warriors retum with Sonya and Jax, the U.S. military's best. Sub-Zero, Kano, Shang
Tsung, and Shoo Khan also retum, but Subie is now unmaskeq, because he no
longer belongs to the Luien Kien ninja don. Seven all-new characters also enter the
battle: Striker; 2 Luien Kien robo-ninjas; and Sheeva, the goro-like dragon woman;
are just a few of the new characters. Check out Sheeva, she'll make you breathe fire. From what I've
seen, the early favorite kombatant is the red robo-ninja named Sektor, who shoots homing
missiles and has a move very similar to
Melina's teleport attack . .Also new to MK
garners is the sixth button "run" and VS screen
codes. With a total of 14 playable characters, all
new fatalities, and tons of secrets, this is bound
to be the freshest and bloodiest MK ever!
FIGHT! More next issue ... - Auto 1

In the newest MK, 14 playable characters wait
to be chosen to save the world from Shao Khan
and his evil forces. Who will be the supreme MK
warrior this time-- You?

(SNES)

Following last year's hit Mega Man X, comes ... surprise ... X2! This sequel of Mega Man
follows the same tried and true formula that resulted in the success of X.
Story: Seven months after Sigma's defeat, the Maverick Reploid problem was thought to
be under control. But things never go the way they're planned. The Reploids have been
traced to an old factory. A small armada was sent to the factory and only X made it
through. Now he's on his way to stop them. Little does the hero know a sinister plot has
been hatched that involves X's old friend Zero. X2 is similar to any other X game. He still
gets through the game by stealing the weapons of defeated enemies, and by jumping and
running. But while X2 is familiar Mega Man stuff, it's also an excellent game in its own
right.
The graphics in X2 really do justice to the whole series. Like in the previous version, the
animation of X is smooth and cartoon-like, and the screens flow like butter. The levels are
colorful, with eye pleasing tidbits like multi-planed levels. New effects also fill the game,
from sandstorms to pouring rain to sweltering heat. The biggest news is the new C-4 chip
installed in the game and what it does for the graphics.
Gameplay is awesome. Mega Man gets around, in all directions. X2 has good speed
and, when Mega runs, he doesn't skitter over the edge. The control is very good (for
climbing, dashing, motoring, and jumping).
The music was disappointing and rather average. X2 doesn't have a riveting
soundtrack. The music does fit the levels, but it was obviously pushed aside for graphic
content.
Challenge is surely the best part of X2. The enemies range from small bats to large bois
(some bigger than the normal bosses). And the bosses are crucial. Wire Sponge and
Crystal Snail move with brutal attacks. You need quick hand-eye reflexes, plus some
serious strategy, to get past them.
There are some new and improved features in X2. Now Mega doesn't have to run
everywhere thanks to the two vehicles that appear. The Mobile Attack Cycle allows Mega
to cross large chasms, while the improved Attack Armor allows X to break things with a
new blade feature. Mega himsen is also new and improved. Now he can do mid air
dashes and shoot two blasts from his arm cannon instead of one. Plus, he can now absorb
damage and then release it in one explosive blast.
As mentioned before, the C-4 chip graphics enhancer helps perform three dimensional
object rotation.
Overall, Mega Man X2 is an awesome game full of innovations and surprises {but which
doesn't stray too far from the designs that kept people enthralled with the original). Checkout X2, I guarantee, you will like it. Available now by Capcom - Matrix

fatal fury SPE~!~L

(Sega co)
Just about everyone has played or at least seen a Fatal Fury game. This game, unlike Mortal
Kombat and Street Fighter 2, keeps a real Japanese style and look. JVC brings Fatal Fury
Special, the third game in the series, home to the Sega CD. Now that might have been a mistake
Don't get me wrong--It's an awesome game.
It has large pix and crispy sound. The control is fairly good.
Though this game does have some diHicult combos and
special moves, this version hanales them well. The speed is
just a bit slow. All the players are here waiting for some 2-on2action--- Geese Howard, Terry Bogard, Big Bear, Joe
Higashi, Andy Bogard, and many more. The best character is
hidden in the NEO GEO version, but RYO is just waiting for
you to pick him on Sega CD. There is no real big slowdown
dunng fights and no access time between rounds, but huge
access time between VS screens and fights.
The thing is, it's a fighter. Though
not as bad as Mortal Kombat CD, it
suffers from CD-Genesis-ilis. Games
like CD fighters tend to have lot of
slowdown. I've grown to be patient.
Alter all, I'mworking w1th a s1ngle
speed CD-rom and with very limited
Genesis hardware. But most garners,
especially those who play fighters,
have little patience. Access time is like
pulling out their teeth with pliers. Fatal
Fury Special is a solid game, but it
would do much better on a 3DO, CD-i or some other, faster CD·Rom system- maybe it should
have stayed a cart game. Sega CD should stick with RPGs, puzzles, and adventure games. No
fighters, unless you market toward 50-year-old retired chess players. No, wait, it might still be to
slow for them! If you've got patience, you'll like FFSpecial. Available this spring, 1 or 2
players, from JVC. - Auto 1
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HIGH SCHOOL ART COMPETITION

What is Celebrating New Expressions?
The 1995 Celebrating New Expressions
H igh Sch o ol Arts Competition is produced by
Yout h Communication, the non-profit publisher of
New Expression. Funded by Marshall Field's and
other corporate funders, this program recogn1zes
and rewards high school artists wh1le bnng1ng the1r
work to mass-media audiences through a partnership w ith the Chicago Sun-Times.
Finalists w ill be honored on Apnl I I 1n the
Walnut Room of Marsh all F1eld 's. M aster of
Ceremon ies w i ll be Rob i n Rob in son, anch o r,
WFLD-TV, Channel 32. Presenters incl ude Chris
Zo ri ch , Mr. Im agi nati on , M i ch ael W arr, Lois
Weisberg and John Beckett. Honorar y chair for
the event is Mayor Richard M. Daley.
Winners in each category receive a $1 ,000
U.S. Savings bond for first place, a $500 U.S. Savings
bond for second place , and a $1 00 U.S. Savings
Bond for th i rd . Teachers of first place w inners
receive $100. Finalists will be on d isplay at
Marshall Field's for the week prior to the event.

What is Youth Communication and New
Expression?
Distributed free-of-charge in more than 80
public and private high schools monthly, New
Expression (eire. 80,000) stands today as a completely teen-driven newspaper read by 160,000
teens.
Since 1976, Chicago teens producing New
Expression have gained hands-on experience in the
areas of journalism, photography, advertising sales,
graphics, computers, and business management.
Participants are primarily minority: 55 percent
African-American; 22 percent white; 17 perecent
Hispanic; and 6 percent Asian.
New Expression was the founding cornerstone of a now international network of YC papers
in cities such as New York, Los Angeles,
Washington D .C., Atlanta, Boston, and San
Francisco. Total estimated readership of this network is now close to one million teens.

Untitled, Alexis Vergil, Curie

"My friends inspire me in my art"

New Expression interviewed this year's finalists.
Of particular interest to us was what they had to
say about arts education. But they also had a lot
more to say. Their comments appear throughout
this supplement

Amy Ystrom, Lane Tech
Primary sponsorship of Celebrating New Expressions
and this special supplement provided by:

"Art education allows students to express themselves. I enjoy taking photos of cemetery headstones. Lighting inspires me to take photos. I want
to attend art school, maybe the Art Institute."
Vanessa Mroski, Lane Tech

Untitled, Amee Lapke, Lane Tech

Youth Communication and

"Reaching Your Goal" Lorena Almanza, Farragut

~.;J/1) would like

to congratulate this year's finalists:
Drawing:

Painting:

VIdeo:

Angela Elliston, Lane Tech
Boualay Phaxayseng, Lane Tech
Maurice T. Coleman, George Washington
Jerome Taybom, Corliss
Eric Powell, Corliss
Griselda Nunez, Re-Entry Center,
Board of Education
Natalya Romaniv, Lake View
Carlos Fernandez, St. Ignatius College Prep

Sereno Wilson, Lake View
Joseph Strickland, Luther
Sean Martinez, Chicago Academy for the Arts
Hanna Nasser, Lane Tech
Ken Hiatt, Kennedy
Dujuan Austin, Lake View
Amy Ystrom, Lane Tech
Agnes Harrison, Lake View
Julius Cavira, Mather
jose Mercado, Lake View

Neria Loeza, Curie
John Scholtes, Jr., Prosser Vocational
John Green, Paul Robeson

Photography:
Micheal Berry, South Shore
Maggie Sudnik, Lane Tech
Korvetta Spencer, South Shore
Amee Lapke, Lane Tech
Theresa Hickey, Mother McAuley
Amy Ystrom, Lane Tech
Perla Chavez, Curie
Lorena Almanza, Farragut
Jeanette Chdstmas, South Shore
Alexis Vergil, Curie

Poetry:
Francisco Olivares, Lane Tech
Julia Smith, Kenwood
Dan Bora, Lane Tech
Jamell Pearce, Morgan Park
Jessica Nelson, Lane Technical
Brent Nikolin, Kenwood
Jesse Maltz, Lane Tech
Aaron Arnold, Kenwood
Christine Virella, Lane Tech
Crystal Carabez, Lane Tech

Untitled
Brent Nikolin, Kenwood
"Art is what I want as my career. I've always been
able to draw. I'm going to study realism at the
American Academy of Art. Faces inspire me to
draw. I look at people and like drawing them. I like
the value textures you can use in drawing."

A man breathes
Into a brass serpent
Of keys and curves
To erupt hisses of

Angela Elliston, Lane Tech

Sensous sounds
From sonorous soul
Lost in memory

As golden scales slither through jazz.

"Help's On the Way" Theresa Hickey, Mother McAuley

"Self-Portrait" Agnes Harrison, Lake View

Apocalypse

The Night Sky

Jessica Nelson. Lane Tech

Julia Smith, Kenwood

You say that there is a man in the moon,
And that he flirts with the sun.
You said the game they played is called love,
And that one day they w ill be together.
You told me that the waves don't crash,
They dance,
in motions of friendliness to the earth,
And that on the eve of the skies coalescence,
The waves will shake the hand of Mother Nature,
And they will finally meet.
Where shall I be: I ask,
On this dawn of discovery?
You say that as the planets collide,
And the world coexists in a mixture of divtne light,
I won't be alone,
For the gods will have taken me.
And where shall you be? I ask,
When the spectral haze of inception,
Pulsates with new awareness?
You say that as the line of life and death,
Wavers in the palm of truth,
You will be alone,
For the only man who will fight with the universe,
Is not welcomed by the gods.

As a child with a box of crayons by my side, when drawing the night sky I
would always color a yellow moon, yellow stars, and a black sky.
But the night is no longer black to me.
Now I see pinks, blues, violets and reds stretching on forever
and washing over and over each other endlessly.
Crude yellow stars are now white diamonds
winking at me from above. The yellow yolk that I drew before on my paper
appears now as a silver fingernail hanging off a skyhook
always about ready to fall off mto the night.
But now as I'm older, I love the night more than day
perhaps because of the array of colors the night shows me,
more beautiful than a rainbow.
Or maybe because the night seems to me
a nocturnal secret that visits only when everyone else is asleep.
But what I really believe, is that the night is made of painted shadows,
woven into a cloak whick wraps around me till my
mind is quiet and my eyes shut tight.

" Art education is very important. You are able to
look at things in a different way. I enjoy painting
interesting things;·
" I want t o attend Columbia College to become
either a commercial artist or a fine artist."
Joseph Strickland, Luther.

Untitled, Amy Ystrom,lane Tech

Special t hanks to Celebrating
N ew Expressions Awards
Ce remony raffle sponsors:
Southwest Airlines
Claridge Hotel
Fairmont Hotel
St. Mary's Inn
Ben & Jerry's
Midland Hotel
The Inn at University Village
A- 1 Beanery
Blue Agave
Gibson's Steakhouse
Gypsy's Cove
Steppenwolf Theatre
Mayfair Theatre
Player's Workshop
Wisdom Bridge Company
Oprah Winfrey Show

Celebrating New Expressions and this special
supplement generously sponsored by:

Additional sponsors include:
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"A lot more people are realizing that there are
careers in art. Having it in high school gives
you the edge. I want to attend Pratt Institute in
New York. This summer, I'd like to travel to
India and take photos while I'm there."
Amee Lapke, Lane Tech

"The Legend of the Wh ite Pelican" Maggie Sudnick, Lane Tech

"Sleeping Beauty" Korvetta Spencer, South Shore

Rumble Strips
Jesse Maltz. Lane Tech

uPorta/s"
Francisco Olivares, Lane Tech
In the green dumpsters of these cemeterial alleys are crying
newborns whose cherubic faces serve as food for the
voracious flies of belligerency.
Babies whose playful angelic eyes have been gnawed away by the
rats of wrathful condolence.
Their soft cries are muffled by bottles, tin cans, spoiled food,
and rotted virtue in these metropolitan caldrons of
hellbroth, which can be found in any alley such as the
ones behind city hall.
On the marble steps of the emblem of a failed Utopia evangelists
stand in front of the gallows where the pale and stinking
body of morality hangs.
These pious self-proclaimed messengers of some alien god pray for
the well being of money and sin, while 3 a.m. drunks in
their 12 p.m. stupors and the practitioners of vice and
immorality watch through empty sockets.
The sun has pulled the thick wool clouds over its face.
It has decided not to get out of bed this morning, it too is
tired of seeing reality.

1-94 to Chicago
Brown Eyed Girl softly hums through the old speakers.
Daddy always said Van Morrison meant to say blue.
Strange how certain songs
recreate old memories.
I remember
summers filled
with vibrant sunflowers
fit·e-flies in jars
and melted strawberry ice-cream cones.
The pink goo dripping from my finger tips
forming dny droplets
over blue sidewalk chalk.
Everything after Is hazy.
Each season melts into the next,
snowflakes and sand
coincide forming one big blur:
FLORIDA ORANGES 99 A POUND...
A commercial for Jewel dears my thoughts.
I stare ahead towards the open road,
andclpadng...somethlng...
anything...
.
nothing....
Rumble strips warn me,
the toll~way Is near:
No longer a free ride.
The cold autumn air throws
dead brown and orange
leaves at my windshield.
Fall melts into winter.
as another year passes me by.

"I want to be famous. I want to become a
computer animator: I'd like to go to UIC or
Kennedy-King. I like to study people and draw
things that will make them happy."
Maurice T Coleman, George Washington

"Shadows of Life" Jeanette Christian, South Shore

ulatino batman"
Dan Bora, lane Tech
It's dark.
Things are calm.
The smoke from his
Cigarette rises. It prowls
Around the brim of his
Sombrero. It rises
Up
Up
To the Dunkin' Donuts sign
That he's standing under.
It's calm.
Things are dark.
The breeze ruffles
The black nylon holocaust cape.
It flaps in the wind.
The dark things are calm.
His hand calmly rises to his
Moustache. Gently, he strokes it.
His eyes narrow. The ancient
Hunter leaps out,
Stalking, Focusing,
Waiting,
Waiting,
For the bus.

"Pensive" Jerome Tayborn, Corliss

1995 CNE JUDGES
Youth Communication and its
sponsors would like to extend
heartfelt thanks to the following
judges for the time and effort they
put into selecting Chicago's finest
teen talents.

Drawing/Painting
Renee Townsend, Art Institute of Chicago
Eva Soliz, Mexican Fine Arts Center
Charles Franklin, Youth Communication

Photography
Howard D. Simmons,
Howard Simmons Photography
Kip Jacobs, Kip jacobs Photography
Molly Winkleman, Youth Communication

Poetry
Kai El' Zabar, N'Digo
Debbie Flapan, Bonus Books
Keith Kelly, The Funky Wordsmyths

Video
Mary Morten, Women's Self-Employment Project
Diane Hannes, WPWR-lV, Channel 50
Karen Selda!, WPWR-TY. Channel 50
Jim Taylor, Community Film Workshop
Contestant interviews conducted by Sherry Smith,
Jones Metropolitan

"Conversations, poetry, death, or happiness are
things that inspire me to draw;· she says. "The
sadness of the earth in this generation inspires
me to draw. I love people. You can look at a
person and see their character:"
Griselda Nunez, of Re-Entry Center,
Board of Education

"Travelln' Man", Michael Berry, South Shore

"Hidden Image" Korvetta Spencer, South Shore

Youth Communication/Chicago Center
Board of Directors

Honorary Board

William D. Frost, president
Jose Chapa
Bernice Clark, Leo Burnett
Phillip Costello, WM Plastics
Mary Dedinsky, Northwestern University
Deborah DeHaas, Arthur Andersen & Co.
Kai EI'Zabar, N'Digo
Paula Eubanks, Columbia College
Otto Gonzales, Department of Cultural Affairs
Bill Haljun, Leo Bumett
Marla Kilpatrick, Sara Lee Corporation
Helen Murphy Jones, Crain's Chicago Business
Layton Olson, attorney
Claude Peck
Harvey Porchia, Chicago Tribune
Helen Schubert, Helen Schubert Public Relations
Joan Wynn, Chapin Hall Center for Children
Craig Taylor, YOCAT Design

Dick Ciccone, Chicago Tribune
Fred Eychaner, Channel 50
Clarence Page, Chicago Tribune
Charles Price
Robert Regan, Oakbrook International
He1di Schultz, Chicago Magazine
Gloria Scoby, Crain's Chicago Business

1-800-808-ARTS
This toll-free arts education hotUne number provides
caUers with information about arts education resources in
their communities. Designed by a coalition of businesses.
arts organizations. and educators. the hotiine is an excellent source for information on:

Susan Herr, executive director

1. How to build an arts program in your school

2. How to introduce and integrate the arts into
your classroom.
3. Organizations which provide arts education services.
4. Grants available for school arts programs.

Photo by: Jade Albert

~iscovering a child's potential begins with the arts.

Learn hmv you can add the arts to your child's education.

1-800-808- 1\~TS

Aces of the Deep (PC)
Sometimes, you know, I act like such a cream puff! Well
only when I play Kirby's Avalanche, that is. This game
should come with a Surgeon General's Warning-this
cart is highly addictive and extremely frustrating . You can
play this game 'til you're blue in the face, but Lololo and
Lalala will have you screaming at the top of your lungs.
The game itself is a piece of work. Its unique segment
with the boulders is a pretty inventive touch . And the two
player, head-to-head mode really lets you know who your
friends are. The characters in the game are the usual
Kirby fare: cute yet annoying as H-E-double hockey
sticks. The names will have you rolling, especially when
the voice over announces " Squishy! " Kirby's Avalanche
is produced only for the Super' and
that's the only system that ~!(pll~tll!ll-..,
needs it! You will play this
game for hours, and the
,...._,....lol,l
worst thing is, YOU
WON'T CARE! So rush out
and pick up Kirby's Avalanche, so you can put down \~
your opponents and act \\
like a cream puff!
-MAYHEM

Space Harrier (32X)
In this classic arcade game you play Harri. the only sentinel who
can save dragonland from the demon Valda and her evil forces.
You ride on a jet-pack with built-in lasers, using them to blast the
enemy. No biggie. The game play is fast and funous with great
forward scrolling speed. The color and graphics are very close
to the arcade, but that's not saying much. Remember. Space
Harrier is pretty old. The worst part is that it plays like the arcade
- it'sboring as hell. The same old boring shoot everything in
sight action, over and over, only faster and faster So I decided,
this was just another Sega cop-out. The first real test for the 32X
was yet to come ... Available now from Sega for Sega Genesis

32X.

-Auto 1

Aces of the Deep is another wmning World War II
Simulation game from the good folks at Sierra On-Une (have
you tried Aces Over Europe yet? Don't sleep on it!). This
t1me you're in command of a German U-boat submarine, just
like the one they have at the Museum of Science and
Industry (you know how small and cramped it is inside that
lin can?)
Aces of the Deep captures the nerve-wracking claustrophobia and fear of a watery grave of U-boat duty. Believe
me, it a1n't nothin' mce be1ng two-hundred feet under water
(way past crush depth), w1th enemy destroyers spray1ng
depth charges des1gned to snap your sub like p1x1e slix.
Aces of the Deep IS no rap1d fire shoot 'em up (torpedo
tubes have realistic load1ng limes, and movement at 18 m1les per hour 1sn t blaz1ng speed). But, the game allows you to
compress t1me up to 4095 limes at which point you really have to be alert because enemy sh1ps become a blur and depth
charges hit you before you can say "Whoa Sh- r However, between compressed and actual t1me there's plenty of opportumtles to sweat1t out, perfect your technique, and become as deadly as that shark in Jaws. The graphics are clear, ~ somewhat
p1xelated, and the sound effects and music are full of clever surpnses Game control (with simulated compass, engines,
battenes, torpedos, surface guns, maps, radio oonlacl, and time speed-up) are complex enough to keep you on the edge of
your seat
So, 1f you want to check out a Simulation strategy game for the PC platform, raise your penscope, ng lor silent running, and
check out Aces of the Deep. -By D-fault

Mortal Kombat II (32X)
I popped 1!1n. switched on the system. and wotched-{;ooll The arcade
1ntro was there .. and tn full SIZe! The vo1ces and sounds were there too
The speed was good and the control was even better Unfortmotety ~e
backgrounds. though 1mproved slt1l d1d not match the SNES backgrounds
StiD. the added screens and colors giVe the game on arcade feel Of
course.lhe COin-op IS st11l way post thiS baby When I beat the big man.
Shoo-Khan. I was totally devastated to see lhallhey didn Improve the
death scene at all - 11 was the same as the GeneSIS version! Mortal
Kombal- 32X. is o major mprovemen from the Genesis. bu1 not as
good as 11 should hove been -Auto 1

Send your tricks to Virtual Reality/New Expression, 70 E. Lake St., SUite 815
Chicago, IL GOGOl, and your code or trick might win you a free game!
Plus, any letter we receiVe from you will put you on a mailing list to receive
the Reality Bytes newsletter every month to your home FREE! - even in the
summer! So grab your pencil and write toNE's Virtual Reality-- TODAY!

MAKE AN INFORMED DECISION ABOUT
YOUR FUTURE!
Come to

MALCOLM X COLLEGE'S

APRIL 28 , 1995
Information Workshops

Career Workshop s

For m_pre tnto rmatlon , Call 31 2.850. 7185

1900 W Van Buren

Chicago.

llltnots
(GROUP ORDERS ONLY)
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/'NWHY IS IT-WHEN GUYS SLEEP AROUND,THEY'RE STUDs- A['if

One of the many gripes among the female

population is that there is a double standard betwee n men and women as far as sex is concerned.
Women believe that when a man sleeps around he
is a "stud" (for lack of a better word), and a woman
who sleeps around is a "hoe", and this is true. Girls
who sleep around are considered to be hoes,

bu~

this is not the boys' fault.
More times than not, other girls are the
ones who spread this double standard. Boys don't
tear each other down if one of them sleeps with a
lot of girls. In fact, girls who sleep around a lot are
not necessarily hoes, it's the girls who sleep around
a lot and brag about it that are hoes. I'm not saying that it's right or wrong but that's how it is.
Other girls whisper to each other about girls
who brag about how many boys they got, or girls
who dress in a way degrading to other girls (shirts
t hat reveal cleavage, not wearing a bra, etc.). Girls
seem to think t hat girls should know better than
to brag about having an excessive sex-life, or to dress ho-ish (give me a break, ho-ish could be
a word). Boys, on the other hand don't care about other guys who sleep with a lot of girls
(please, we have enough problems as it is) .
So girls or women, when you snap at a man for saying that a woman may be a hoe, we're
just following your careless example. My suggestion to you is: Try looking in the mirror next time
you try to blame boys for the rumors you start.

BUT WHEN GIRLS
DOlT, THEYRE

Wi l liam Lee, Hyd e Park

HOES?

Sex is a very intimate act shared between two
people (usually) .. Most couples will try to keep things
between themselves but, as we all know, " it don't
always work like that." He/ she tells a friend, and they
tell a friend, and they tell a friend and it goes on and
on and on. After the news has gotten out and rumors
get to flying, somebody ends up getting their feelings
hurt; quite often it's the female. Soon her male friends
seem to look at her funny and whisper sarcastic
comments and her female friends may outright call
her a slut. It causes a lot of stress especially if she
loses a few "friends. "

Eventually both male and

female friends continue to " dog" her and out of hurt
and confusion she asks the question "Why? ", "Why is
it anybody's business?", "Why is everybody trippin'
on me?" , or "Why am I labeled the hoe!?!"
This issue does not occur with every couple that
has sex but usually where a girl gives in to a boy she
really likes and cares about and makes the assumption
that he feels the same. These females are commonly labeled hoes and sluts only through the
ignorance of other people. We are all entitled to make mistakes in our decisions, and needless
to say, whoever a female chooses to have sex with is very important, but making the wrong
decision doesn't make her a hoe. As long as a female is cool witl:l HER decision-IT'S NOBODY
ELSE'S BUSINESS!
Bil ly e Rhod es , Whi t n ey Young
Photo s by lzaak He r nandez, La ne T ec h
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Steinmetz High scandalized by
Academic Decathalon disqualification;
Board of Ed. investigation pending
When Steinmetz joins other high schools In next year's
Academic Decathlon. it will be the only school facing
two obstacles: academics and a public Image as cheaters.
Fact is. they're going to have a hard time being taken
seriously by competing teams or anyone else for that
matter.
·people are Innocent until proven guilty: said Tiffany
Wilson. a sophomore at Steinmetz ·csut) someone spray
painted 'cheaters' and 'loser's on the door.· she sa1d
"I would have to think a long time before joining (the
decathlon team) next year.· Wilson said
After winning the academic competition for nine consecutive years. Whitney Young appeared to be defeated
by Steinmetz.
During the short-lived victory. Adam Pawl us
Steinmetz's team captain. said. ·it just goes to show you
that you don't have to be a magnet school or have a
well-known name to succeed.·
To succeed. try cheating.
At least. that's what Steinmetz students are being accused of doing.
First, decathlon officials stripped the school of its award.
Second, a former student came forward saying the team
cheated during 1994. with the help of Steinmetz coach
Jerry Plecki. Pleckl was suspended with pay pending a
full investigation.
"I believe they cheated.· said Angela Childress, a senior at Von Steuben. ·The statistics should prove lt.u she
said. referring to the school's math results Of the 12 students In the country who scored better than 900 on the
math port1on of the decathlon competition. six were from
Steinmetz.
Pawlus offers a different explanation for the high
scores He said the nine students and four alternates who
made up his team arrived to school at seven in the mornIng They studied for a half hour each morning. studied
again for a couple of hours after school. and then they
went home to study Independently
Pawlus said his team remained confident in Its ability
to succeed throughout the Decathlon season He also
said Steinmetz's success could also be attributed to each
member's specialty in one subject. which they teach
their teammates.
"Every year we get better." Pawlus said. We have an
especially strong team this year. Second place was our
goal. But our hard work paid off and we beat them."
The awards stripped Include 13 medals (bronze. silver.
and gold) for major wins In Math. Economics. Language.
and Literature.
Whitney Young will go in place of Steinmetz to the national competition on April 20-23 at the Palmer House.
Karla Estela Rivera, Von Steuben

Close call lor Amundsen freshman in pool mishap
A freshman at Amundsen passed out rn the school's swimming pool before she was rescued by a school security guard.
Kim Le said she was dorng the backstroke March 17 during an eighth period, freshman girl's swimming class when water entered her nostrils.
Le said she tried to flip herself around. and swim to the edge of the pool
but she was too tired to do so. She said she tried to reach the bottom of the
pool and push herself back up, but when she failed to resurface fellow classmates became concerned
"I quickly dived in the pool to get Kim from the bottom and take her out"
Roy Chy. also a freshman, said.
Zita Molnar, another student. told teacher Nancy Herrera a student was
drowning.
"So much water was coming out that I knew she was underwater for a
long time." Herrera said. "So I started C P.R She was turning blue. She started
getting spastic I started screamrng for help
"The only thrng that went through my mind was, 'What am I gorng to tell
her mom?' " Herrera said.
Freshman Lisa Parker went to get help and the school called 911 for an
ambulance. Benny Santiago, a school security guard arnved and he also
performed C.P.R. on L.
"Thanks to God she came back, her eyes were back to normal Santiago
said. "When she opened her eyes and smiled . tears came out of my
eyes .there was a specral feeling that I can· t describe in words. he sard
Paramedics transported Le to a local hospital . where X-rays were performed
on her She was released after three hours.
Le told New Expression: "I didn 't know who took me out of the pool or who
saw me first, but I just wont to thank God and the people who saved my life
because if wouldn't have been for them, I wouldn 't be here today.
"I am lucky to have good people around me to help."
Roman Arellano, Amundsen
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Play it softly
Like a summer's breeze
By the ocean
With sea gulls floc king gently

Hold me tight
.
With your stunning sense for passion
And I'll give you consolation
AI,
In more ways than one...
~
Let me give you the moon and sun '
And the stars along with it too ~
If
youplay
just it
besoftly
along side wit~~m~e~~i!~~~~i
And
Like a summer's breeze
Then everything about you and n .
Will be free as a bird
Masaki Araya, Senn Metropolitan

Dance crew: Amundsen students strike a pose during a break at a recent taping
of U Dance with B-96.
Photo by Paul Price. South Shore

Untitled
The time is now to make a change
And set the people straight
So raise your heads and carry on
Now for it' s too late
The challenge just comes naturally
In everything you do
If one numan race can make it
Then so can you

S. Fields, Manley
NEVER SAY NEVER
I"M NOT THE KIND OF GIRL
~0 EVER ~SKS FOR MUCH.
A LOT OF FANCY THINGS REALLY DON'T IMPRESS ME.
I"M MORE ATTRACTED TO THE MAN INSIDE OF YOU.
EVERY BIT OF YOU IS WHAT I NEED
SO DON'T HOLD BACK ON ME
DON'T SAY YOU LOVE ME
AND THEN YOU LEAVE ME.
DON'T SAY YOU WANT ME.
AND THEN YOU PLAY ME.
DON'T SAY YOU LOVE ME
AND THEN YOU LET ME GO.
BECAUSE I CAN'T REALLY
SAY TrlAT I LOVE YOU SO.

Bruce Lee wannabe demonstratres his stuff. while embarassed girls look away.

WHEN EVERYONE FORSAKES US
ONE THING CAN SAVE US.
LOVE WILL NEVER BE OUR ONLY FRIEND.
WE CAN LEAN ON EACH OTHER
THR.O IJGH THICK AND TH1N.
UNT:L WE BOTH MAKI: IT TO 1 HE END.

LEKBSHIA MCGHEE. HARlAN

Photo by lzaak Hernandez.Lane Tech

ackets!
all styles and colors

Too many Ghettos in writing,
not enough writers in the Ghetto_
You' re invited to Chicago's first all-city writers festival for rappers, journalists,
comedians, graffiti writers, critics, cartoonists, poets, playwrights, griots,
novelists, scholars, and
Sh- talkers to meet and
Bomb the GHETIOS that divide us. IT'S FREE!

Saturday, April 22
Noonto6pm
735 W. Division St.
You can also enter the
BOMB THE GHffiOS
WRITING AWARD AND CONTEST;
First Place $1 COJ; Second Place $500;
Third Place $200; Fourth Place $100
- other awards to b e announced.
Contact The Subway and Elevated Press at 409-3555

complete with lettering and emblems
• SCHOOLS
•TEAMS
•CHEERLEADERS
• GROUPS
• INDIVIDUALS
SWEATERS· T-SHIRTS ·SWEAT SHIRTS
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GROUP DISCOUNTS
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Rising star Jacob Vargas climbing to the top
with positive portrayals of Latino characters
·rm finally getting scripts
sent to my house. It's a whole
new experience from going
to auditions and reading for
roles.· says 24•year-old actor
Jacob Vargas His story Is as
un1que as is his ambil1ons.
Jacob·s main goals as an
actor are neither to star In
every film that ever comes
out in Hollywood. nor to make
billions of dollars making them.
This Michoac6n, Mexico native has plans to shed new
light on the big screen with
positive, realistic portrayals of
Latinos. In an Interview with
the actor. Jacob walks us
through his break dancing
years. that eventually landed
him acting Jobs in television
shows. and major motion pictures
Jacob grew up 1n the San
Fernando Valley in California
The neighborhood he lived 1n
was pretty rough and gangs
were always present
He
expla1ns hiS venture in ad1ng
as ·accidental A friend of
my agent was looking for
break dancers to dance on
the show 'Different Strokes · I
had no previous acting experience. I didn t even audition and I got the part • As the break
dancing fad died down Jacob decided he wanted to go 1nto act1ng "I told my agent . 'I can
do what they re do1ng · Since then I started auditioning and reading for parts •
From then on he auditioned and got roles In over 20 different televiSIOn shows Among them
were "Hunter "The Tracy Ullman Show a remake of "Boys Town· "Full House· and the
"Great L.A. Earthquake" m1n1 senes H1s first mov1e role was 1n Eomest Goes to Camp "To this
day.· says Jacob. "I always hear a snicker when I tell someone about that • Other mov1es he
has starred in Include American Me (with Edward James Olmos) and Mi Vida Loco Many of
the roles he is best known for are what he calls " the heav1es· which to us are best known as
the bad-guy roles
"Before. these were the only roles available. I had to take what came Then again I man
artist.· he said "I have to be able to play the good and the bod characters and the heaVIes
tend to have the juiciest roles.· When asked if he feels he has a responsibility to the Latino
community through his work. he said , "I do feel that I have a role 1n giving bock to the
community·
His previous roles have molded him into a more versatile actor, meaning he can play many
different roles. He proves this in his upcoming roles as a Navy seaman in Cnmson nde (also
starring Denzel Washington). Get Shorty. and a young Jose Sanchez 1n My Fom1/y(also starring
Edward James Olmos). Jacob Is especially proud of My Family because. "It is one of the first
positive films about Latinos.· He went on to explain that it is very hard to be a Latino ac tor in
Hollywood. "There 's a lot of prejudice out there. Hollywood needs to explore our talent more
and give us better. more positive roles. We d o n't just rob, shoot. and kill·
Many of you might have noticed that many of his major films haven' t gotten too much
media attention. Jacob ·s response to that was. "I thought that maybe it was becuuse the films
were made independently.· But as he paused for a moment. he then reflected ·or maybe
the US still can ' t take seeing brown tacos o n the big screen yet · When asked about how he
felt on the portrayal of Latinos in the media, he stated. "They don t portray us period. The little
that is said about us is negative.· He believes that Latino celebrities should use their talent to
provide a wide spectrum of the Latino experience. "Only we c an do that.· His future plans
Include using his talen t to produce and direct the films that will lead a new generation of

realistic. positive portrayals of Latinos
Adelantel
Karla Estela Rivera, Von Steuben

•

My Family - "One of the first, positive films about Latinos"

Sleepin' on the Grammy's
What can be sold about the

The cast of My Family
As Spike Lee brought to us Malmlm ,\ (the ep1c hased on the autohiogruphy ol mw of the most innucntial
African American~ . that rallied other Afrit:.<ln Amen cans to better themselves and to take prick in thl•ir rae.::), and
as Steve James, Peter Gil ben, and I red Marx brought us /loop Dream~ (the current dm:urncntary about two
young. African Amencan. Chicago teens, growing up and working hard to achieve tlll'ir NBA aspirat•ons), New
Line Cinema, Fr,mcis rort.l Coppola, and American Zoetrope bring us M\ Fomil · This lilm will soon bcjoinmg
thl~ front lines in the contmuous battle to cnt.l minority -.tercotypcs and hring rl·ali stiC~.;haracters to the big screen.
'Jhe lilrn , tars a line ensemble of l.<llino uctors; Jimmy Smits !"I..A l..aw", " NYPD Blue" ); Et.lwart.l James
Olmos (American Me, Stand and /)e/ira) ; &a• Morales (l.A /Jamba); Et.luardo l.opl'/ Roja-. (Ramerol: Elpidia
Carrillo (Sall'l1tlor); Jcnn) Gago (0/tl Gringo ), Enrique Castillo (llound Ry 1/anor), and Jacoh Vargas (Ali Vic/a
/.l.JCCI, /he Principal, Americtm Mt• ). All olthe acton;\\ ork togethcrto hring to us thcep1c of om• farni ly hcgi!lning
during the 1920' s, in a Mexican puehlo: to Los AngL•b, in the 1950', and 80's.
'llll' stol) hegins with a \\alk from Mu.;hoadn. Mexico by a youngJo~c Sanchez (Played hy Jacoh Vargas: older
character by Eduardo Lope1 Rops), to hulothng I os Angeles, in his sean.;h lor the American Dream. While living
with his distant relative "EI Califomiu" (Piaye<.l hy Leon Singer), he gl'h a joh as a gardener in Beverly Hills.
where he meets hi~ future wife young Maria (played by Jennifer Lop~.·; : oldl' l' chararter playl•d hy Jenny Gago).
There arc a lew major 1ssues that pop up in the lilm: among them arc love, economics, racism, l'Ultural pride, ant.l
the irnmig1ant experience.
Wl• sec the theme of love throughout the 111m, heginnmg with the story ol Jose S.111chet and his wife Maria,
then l~nds with a father's love to his ~on - ~lmwn between the charactl'I'S Jimmy and son. Carlitos. Economic~ .
ral'ism. nnd cultural pride 1s em;ompassl·d under thl' main theme of the immigrant ex ()('rience. We sec this in the
hcgmmng, when Maria 1s deponed hack to Mcx1co (and her stn•gg lcs in coming hack to America). later 111 the
film, when a son, Chud10 is tum hctwcen his Mexican culture und the Ame1ican \\aV. And we see it in the
•
remaining hours. purely through dialogue ant.l plot.
What makes this film unique over all other film made ahoutthe Latino, immigrunt,or minority l'Xpericnces, 1s
that itMmys away from the tradllional films that woult.l focus and/or glorify crime and rwgkct or resrxmsihility.
Rather. as actor Jacoh Vargas stated, "it contains stories of love. commitment and hard work, added in with culture
and music;'' Vargas also :.tre,scs the imponancc of seeing th1s film hy stilling that, "It is one of the hr~t. posrtive
films ahout Latmos. Jt shows that we aro.: real. that wr have stone~ to tell, and that there is power he hind those
stories. Th1s film will make people (be that they arc Puerto R1cnn, Colombian, or Mex1c:ur) pmud to he Latmo."
' !11c fi lm M\ 1-cmrily will be comm~ ton thl•ater ncar you on the ti lth of May (C'inw De Mayo)
Karla Estcla Rivera. Von Steuben
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1995 Grammy Awards? Only
that It was the dullest award
show In recent memory.
Much of this can be attributed to the comic stylings of
host Paul Reiser. whose
wannabe-Selnfeld humor
and excessive rambling succeeded only In lowering CBS'
ratings.
This year. the talk centered
around newcomer Sheryl Crow. who had an upset victory for
Record of the Year for "Alii Wanna Do". beating out charttoppers Boys II Men. Bruce Springsteen, and Bonnie Raitt.
Other than that. no surprises. All of the suspected nominees
won. Bruce Springsteen won 4 Grammles for ·streets of Philadelphia·. although It seemed like a thousand.
Salt-N-Pepa won Best Rap Performance by a Duo or Group
for "None of your Business·. which Is no surprise. recalling the
Gram my Committee's record for picking the "least threatening nominee: Surely you recall Digable Planets. last year's
winners. and of course. the Fresh Prince winning a grammy a
while back-Nuff said!!!
There was one unexpected thrill in this otherwise dismal TV
evening: Luther Vand ross took the stage with Crosby. Stills,
and Nash - and together they made some real smooth
sounds (believe It or not). All rlahtl I'm watching Luther
singing his heart out and ... the screen fades to black!
First. they pulled the cord on Frank Sinatra last year. now
Luther. Forget all the "big" Grammy winners. CBS was the big
loser in this supposed night of musical greatness. Maybe next
William Lee, Hyde Park
year. Maybe not.

College & Job Fair
Your chance to meet college representatives and
employets. Hosted by: Chicago Commons
Americorps, Chicago Pork District Central TRegion

Ogden Park.
Saturday, AprilS, 1995
Ogden Park
6500 S. Racine Ave.
1:00 p.m. -- 4:00 p.m.
FREE OF CHARGE!
Contact Minnie Willis
at (312) 376-5242
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HBO special evokes memories of Holocaust tragedy
'The reality which I had always
taken for granted ... became the
most remote fantasy," Gerda
Weissmann recalls in her account of life within Nazi Europe.
In the May HBO special,
One Survivor Remembers,
Gerda painfully describes the
physical pain and emotional anguish she suffered as a Jewish
slave laborer to the Nazis.
The Weissmanns lived in the
small town of Bielsko, Poland,
where ethnic Germans welcomed
the Nazi invasion. By law, ethnic
Germans were then given the
homes of "inferior" Jews. Forced
to live in their cold, damp basement with little water and no electricity, the Weissmanns couldn't
imagine that life could get any
worse. But. at the start of the war
Arthur Weissmann, Gerda's nineteen-year-old brother was ordered to register for forced labor.
This was only the beginning of
the six -year nightmare that Gerda
was to endure.
In 1942, the remaining Polish
Jews were deported to slave labor concentration camps, and
killing centers. On June 28,
Gerda saw her father for the last
time. On June 29 the Jew1sh
women were deported. Separating the women into two groups
the German soldiers informed
Gerda, who was then eighteen,
that she was too young to die -her mother, apparently, was not.
Gerda jumped out of her truck
and ran towards her mother only
to be picked up and brutally
thrown back by a guard. Gerda's
heart was shattered, for she knew
that she was to be without her
mother ... for the rest of her life.
Later, when defeat was certain, the Naz1s forcibly evacuated prisoners from the slave
camps in an attempt to destroy
all evidence of their crimes, especially living witnesses. In the
middle of winter, Gerda and other
survivors had to walk through icy
snow and freezing temperatures.
Many of the girls had only sandals, but Gerda was Iucky to have
ski boots. These marches, which
lasted until the spring of 1945,
were known as _the "death
marches."

Finally, in May of 1945 Gerda's
march came to a halt in the town
ofVolary, Czechoslovakia, where

nix, Arizona with three children
and eight grandchildren.
One Survivor Remembers, is
guaranteed to warm anyone's
heart. It teaches us to appreciate
other cultures, for no one should
have to experience such hatred.
We can all learn something from
this story. I highly recommended
this film.

the girls were left to die in an
abandoned bicycle factory.
Amazingly, Gerda was rescued
by a U.S. soldier by the name of
Kurt Klein. Impressed by Kurt's
cool composure and generosity
at such a tragic moment, she
knew that this was the man for
her. It was love at f1rst sight. In
fact, he happened to be Jewish,
also. Today, the two are married, alive, and happy in Phoe-

Gerda Weissmann

21

Chemica Brown, Whitney Young

Kurt Klein
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Ig!1;J 1111fj 3;I: 13 ;1 QFestaBulls '95 an evening ollans, food and tun
On March 7, The Chicago Bulls Orgonizqjon held its 7th annual
Festa Bulls dinner, at the Berta Center in Deerfield. This yearly event raises
money for ChoritoBulls, the nonprofit organization that donates money to
youth organizations, including the Chicago Pork District Midnight Basket·
boll League. Festa Bulls '95 also gave fans on opportunity for Bulls fans to
schmooze with their favor ite players, which didn't come cheap with the
$150 ticket price. The menu consisted of everything from pizza to fresh
fruit. The food was fantastic ... in the mood for Italian? . . . Ptb Mbstoccoli.
In the mood for Mexican? . . . Eure li.ajitos . A feast for the stomach, as
well as the eyes.
Hundreds of Bulls fans jammed into the practice gymnasium covered
with torp to protect it from scuff marks. Most were dressed casually, some
sporting dinner suits, some even wearing jerseys. Many of the guests
were children, hunting down players for autographs. Many die-hard Bulls
fans skipped dinner, entirely, to hound the players for their autographs.
B.J. Armstrong and Toni Kukoc were among the most hounded, but that
didn't stop people from mobbing other players like Ron Harper, Bill
Wennington, and fan favorite, Luc Longley. Unfortunately, Scottie Pippen
and Carie Blount weren't in attendance (and you-know-who wasn't bock
yet). Fortunately, the LovoBulls and Bennie the Bull were there, ready to
toke pictures with any eager fan .
The M.C. for the dinner was Sport-channel's Tom Dore, who literally
kept the players on their toes.
Immediately following dinner was the live auction of items donated from
all around the league, including Shoquille 0 ' Neal's shoes, which fetched
o hefty $2000. Plus, there was the walk-through silent auction with items
on display, ranging from o football autographed by Wolter Payton to o
seat from the now defunct Chicago Stadium.
The door prize was a duffle bog filled with Michael Jordon memoro·
bilio, perfect for any Jordon collector (again, this was when MJ was only o
memory). All and all , it was on exciting night for fans and players, alike.

~
\
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Toni Kukoc

B.J. Armstrong

William lee, Hyde Park
Photos byPaut Prlce,Jr, South Shore
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Acting
AdvertlSmg
A1rbrush
American Sign Language
Animation

··~~

• Art

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Aud10
C<Jmpul.er Graph1cs
Dance
F'ashion Design
F'iction Merchandising
F1ction Wnlmg
Film Techmques
Graph1c Des1gn
Improvisat iOnal Techn1qucs
lnl.erior Design
Music Theory & Performance
News Report.mg
Orientation to College Life for
Deaf and !la rd of Hearing
Photography
Physics of Lasers, Holograms
and Modem Opt1cs
Poetry Writmg
Rad1o Broadcastmg
Science & Math in Art.
Television
•SUBJECT TO CHANGE

Benny Tand Jll

~eo

for high school
sophomores, juniors
seniors and
graduati~g seniors

•....._~•s
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July 10 through August 11

Advantages
• Earn college cred1t
• Explore career options
• Learn from working professiona ls
• Meet h1gh school students from across the country
• Sample college life
• Enjoy Chie<rgo's summer with 1,r roup activities
• Cclebrau• w1th cloAing s howcaoo
& party (Jn J\uguf!L I Hh

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
AND APPLICATION:
Call the Admissions Office

<312) 663-1600, Ext. 129
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A world without words can be a lonely,
the Black History Makers of Tomorrow Essay
frightening place and it could be your world if
Contest, the Bud Billiken Back-to-School
Parade and our annual Teen Leadership
you can't read. Without the ability to read
and comprehend, you could feel trapped,
Conference.
isolated and without much hope.
We contribute to the United Negro College
Your local McDonald's Owners of
Fund and ACT-SO, an annual Academic,
Chicagoland and Northwest Indiana want to
Cultural, Technological and Scientific Olympic
help you discover a world filled with opportushowcase of young black talent.
nities and accomplishments through reading .
At McDonald's, we know you can
make it when
That's why our Literacy Program includes ~
•
you know how to read.
Ronald McDonald Read-Ins, Book Drives and
Tutoring. We also sponsor programs like
.. .. m McDonald's Educates
®
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my cool like that evening
with(1
j
~ , i
I had a conversation with Doodle- to the point of insanity, but well on out of the blue, talking with Com-

bug of the Digable Planets - knowledge for those in the know. He
dropped mad intellect for my starving ears, and with honesty and integrity I'll tell you what he said ... in
a while, but first I want to set the
mood. All day Saturday I was eagerly anticipating the show - not
that I was star struck or nothin' it's just that the Dig Plans' ore one
of my favorite groups.
In any case, I got to the
Metro and my mind was blown! Either it was because the line was so
damn long, or because of the items
wafting through my senses. I was
hongin' out in line lakin' in the surroundings while at the same time
conscious of the event that was waiting to happen. I was geeked, not

my way. Hangin' out in line, just
wostin' time, but that dude speaking with the tour manager is ...Common Sense. Yeah, he was just
lampin' (relaxin', hangin' out). He
comes over and I commend him on
his new album. Then he catches
noise from one of his crew and jets.
Finally, Igot through the door to the
person in charge of the guest listand catch mad static! They didn't
know who I was, for good reason
-lack of communication; the death
of ambition. Anyway, they confiscate my Rim only to, when it was
too late, remember there was a mixup and I could have kept my Rim. I
wasn't buggin' or nothin', so I just
stood in the background waiting to
talk to someone ... ANYONE! Then

SUMMERdOBS
IN THE~!
pravldll.........,.._
... b'. . . . .

..............,

~.

............1111111.

To Apply Call
774-8925
. . . . , 37 Appllqtlon .......
SAT- April 1, 10AM-2PM

SAT- Apn18, 10AM-2PM
SUN- April9, 10AM-2PM
~T- April15, 10AM-2PM
SAT- May6, 10AM-2PM
"*-DoPIMic lidtotlh $r*v a.rr

MON- April17, 10AM-2PM
TUE- April18, 1OAM-2PM
WED- April19, 10AM-2PM

mon off to the side is, you guessed
it, Doodle Bug! I walk over to say
what's up and thanks for the interview he gave the day before, or
shall I soy conversation? But like I
said, I'll get to that later. I went upstairs to catch the show and the
opener Spearhead was winding
down (they were dope, too, but,
that's another story). This is Digable
Planets.
Firstly, Jazzy Joyce comes
out and introduces the band. At the
time I didn't know how tight they
were, but they backed themselves
up. She asked the crowd were we
ready ... and we all said, "YEAH!!!"
All the while, not knowing what we
were getting ourselves into. The Dig
Plans' came out and proceeded to
funk things up on a universal scale.
Jazzy Joyce, the D.J. that
you hardly hear about, came correct and told everybody where they
were. Then, Butter, Mecca and
Doodle commenced to verbally, yet
surgically, cure everything that ailed
me and the other participants. But
now for the conversation- Ah yes,
it's rare to speak to someone who
has achieved celebrity status (with
a little cult-like status thrown in) and
still be so down to earth, as well as
concerned with his future and his
daughter's future. It was almost a
sin, I mean, allowing him to speak
his mind so freely, with no real solid
way to tell him; he's not unnoticed
or alone in his dreams of true freedom. His impression of celebrity status was sort of, skeptical, he said it
was cool, but it had it's up's and
down's. But the only thing he could
do about that was just to deal with
it and bounce back. At first, I tried
to ask him how many units (copies
sold) Reaching'-their Rrst albumactually sold; but he told me, "Popularity is not the issue, it's the growth
or the development that counts."
We talked about society's fascination with the production of violence
through hard core rap by simply
popularizing it. Doodle feels that
this country was founded on violence and strife and hard core rap
just mirrors that, by playing up to
the masses most carnal instincts.
He went on to say that the
rap world was just a smaller version of society itself, and with everything falling apart, where else
can you turn. Although he spends
99% of his time touring and in the
studio he still finds the time to serve

for worthy causes. His friends at
Cornell University always provide
him with opportuinities to talk to
the students and tell them where
they're from and where they ore
going. He also takes time out of
his busy schedule to spend time
with his daughter to show her, how
not only to be a black woman, but
a woman in every sense of the
word. We talk about production
and he states, "Np matter what it
says on the album or wherever,
everyone adds a little something
to production." He told me each
memeber of the group will sit down
and listen to a particular track, and
hear something and be like: "Listen, this needs this ... or maybe
take this out." Small things like
that, which go on throughout production, give everybody room to
grow and share in the creative
process. Doodle also told me,
when he's not working on the Dig
Plans' new stuff, that he tries to
help out other artists that are reacly
to blow up. He has a couple of
people on the way up like Soul
Symphony out of Howa,rd; J-N-K
outto New York; and Terajah (hope
I spelled it right?). All the new stuff
is looking for late 95' to early 96'
release, so keep your eyes open.
Towards the end of the conversation a friend of Doodle's, Del, not
the Homosapien, joins us on the

phone and we just start talking
about Video Games and home
systems (for those that care, he
digs Genesis more than he does
SNES because, Super's on some
way out stuff!).l tell Doodle about
the Chicago arcade scene and he
tells Del that he's going to crush
him in Mortal Kombat II. I would
hove let Mayhem (from Virtual
Reality) play him, but Doodle
didn't have time due to his busy
schedule: they arrived here in Chicago on Thursday, drove to Minneapolis, came back to do a show
Friday at University of Illinois
Champaign-Urbana, then came
back up here to Chicago for two
shows on Saturday. And if the
hectic schedule was supposed to
slow them down ... it didn't. They
were PHAT! Yo, the new album,
Blowout Comb, is out now and
irs about time you started with the
good sounds, cause it's worth it!
But now I'm letting you go cause
... I'm jettin, I'm jettin, I'm jettin
uptown, I'm jettin, I'm jettin, I'm
jettin downtown, I'm jettin, I'm
jettin, I'm jettin ... out!
Charles Franklin
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Farragut navigates a stormy sea to Public League crown
The conclusion of the Boys
Public League season took place
March 11 and 12 at the UIC Pavilion . The four survivors of the postseason, Carver, King, Farragut,
and Dunbar waged battle for the
crown of City Champs.
The first semi-Rnal matchup
between Carver and King saw
Carver go on a 17-2 run, and take.
a 17-4 lead at the end of one
quarter. However, King fought back
and pulled to within seven points at
halftime, 30-23, on a buzzer beating three pointer by Kevin
Williamson.
In the third quarter, King
forward Leonard Myles poured in
13 points, butCarverdidn'tcrumble
and the halftime deficit increased
by two to 46-37. Carver sustained
their lead in the fourth quarter and closed out the victory in the final seconds on an
alley-oop layup from sophomore Nick Irvin to senior Marcel O ' Neal, making the
final score 60-49.
In the second game between Farragut and Dunbar, a sluggish version of the
top ranked Admiral team was pushed to the limit by a very well prepared Dunbar
team. Late in the first quarter, Dunbar held a 12-91ead when a Jamal Rome putback
started a 7-0 Farragut run lasting the remainder of the period, and giving the
Admirals a 16-14 lead .
In the second quarter, Donald Knox put together a series of beautiful pump
fakes getting Kevin Garnett in the air time and time again. These pump fakes led
to 12 points in the quarter for him, and a 28-241ead at the half for his team . In the
first 3 :20 of the second half, Dunbar outscored Farragut 12-5 , giving them a 40-29
lead -- their largest of the game. Nevertheless, Farragut seemed unphazed and
proceeded to score the next 14 points of the game, and take a 45-41 lead at the
end of three quarters. After a Ronnie Fields breakaway dunk, alley-oop, and three
point play, it seemed as though Farragut had finally taken control But, on the
contrary, a couple of Montise Brown layups pulled Dunbar within two at 59-57 with
2: 12left. Farragut held on though, and advanced to the championship game with
a 67-53 victory.
In the much anticipated main event of the weekend, Carver took a 13-9 first
quarter lead. The second period opened with an exciting exchange which saw a
Kevin Garnett rejection on a Marcel O'Neal layup and O'Neal hustle down court
on the same play and block a Ronnie Fields layup. This would lead to a 8-1 Carver
run giving them a 16-10 advantage. They would go into the locker room with a 2517 lead over Farragut at halftime.
A 28-8 third quarter run gave Farragut their first lead since the early stages
of the game, but five straight points closing out the period reduced the Carver deficit
to seven, at 45-38. The fourth quarter saw three all-city performers play championship caliber basketball. Kevin Garnett, Ronnie Fields, and Nick Irvin each took
turns carrying their respective teams, and at times appeared simply unstoppable.
But when the smoke cleared from the star-studded fourth quarter, Farragut had their
first ever Public League title, winning 71-60. Garnett scored 32, Irvin had 25, and
Fields put in 22 points.
On this day, Farragut did what everyone expected them to do since Kevin
Garnett transferred to the near west side school. However, the road to the top was
much tougher than they could've ever imagined.

Marcus Thomas, Kenwood
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lett : Farragut 's All-America center Kevin Gomett puts up a
shot during the Publicleogue final. Above Farragut guard
Ronnie Fields shoots over Carver defenders
Photos by Paul Price,South Shore
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All-American Canty leads Young to first Public League title
It took seven tries, but the dream of a public league championship
has finally come true for the Whitney Young Lady Dolphins varsity
basketball team (25-3) and head coach Arthur Penny. Over 2,500 fans
were on hand to watch the Dolphins beat Red-West rival and 16 time city
champion Marshall by the score of 43-23 at the UIC Pavilion.
Senior All-American Dominique Canty had the best game of her
high school career. She had scored 20 points, 9 rebounds, 6 assists, and
5 steals, leading the Dolphins to a 11-10 first quarter lead and a 23- 15
halftime lead.
By the third quarter, Whitney Young had already begun
to blow past the Marshall team with an 11 -0 scoring run that
included 9 poi nts by Ca nty. Then , Dolphin sop homore point
guard Natasha Pointer stole the ball and dished it to Canty, who
really put the game out of reach by hitting a three-pointer with
3 :11 left in the period. The shot increased the lead 32-15 and
decreased Marshall' s chances of winning a 17th city title.
Also contributing to the Dolphins' win were sophomores Clarissa
Flores with 7 paints, Danielle Pinkston with 6 and Pointer added 5 . The
defense led by Canty and Pointer held Marshall to its lowest
playoff total ever (23 paints) and these two shut down freshman
sensation Sabrina Minter (she had only 7 points in the game) . "It
is very special (winning the city championship), because we
didn't win city last year, but this feels great," Canty said. In the
city semi-finals at Chicago State, W h itney Young defeated
Lane Tech 78-36 and Marshall blasted Phillips in the nightcap 7544. Both teams had split regular season games, each winning on
the other's home court. Marshall won the last game 70-59 in
o vertime at Whitney Young to share the Red-West title with
them .
Coach Penny, who had success after winning his 300th career
victory earlier this season, is "now happy to be a city champion coach."
C orey Miggins, Harla n

W h a t d o yo u wa n t to read a b o ut ?
~Send your s t ory id eas to :
_

New Expression
70 E. Lake St. , Suite 815
Chicago, IL 60601

Photo by Isaak HernandeZ, Lane Tech
The Whitney Young Lady Dolphins celebrate following their 45-23 defeat of the Marshall Lady
Commandos in the Chicago Public League Championship. It was Young's first title win in
seven attempts. All-American Dominique Canty led Young with 20 points,
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last minute prom preparation tips
The staff here at New
Expression know that you
young people who read
the paper are probably
stuck with last minute prom
preparations, so we put this
little article together just for
you. Just sit back relax and
observe.
Lesson# 1
Ladies don't carry a lot of
unnecessary stuff in your
purse for the big night. Just
trust me, the list below will
come in handy.
a) Lipstick Holder- To fix
your ma ke -up in case it's
ruined -- or else you'll have
to go to the ladies room.
b) Pantyhose - Take an
extra pair in a small sandwich bag in case you ruin
the first pair in a game of
horseplay.
c) Earring backs- Just In

case you lose one. you will
have a spare.
d) A roll of tokens and
twenty dollars- Just in case
your date gets a little too
drunk to drive back to your
destination. you can always
drop a quarter (or 30 cents)
in the phone and call mom.
e) A few safety pins- In
c ase a button on the front
or the back of your dress
pops loose, then you 're in
trouble. It's double trouble
If the seams begin to split,
then. I'm sorry to say. a
safety pin won't work. By
the way, if a spaghetti strap
comes apart then make
sure you're big enough In
the front for the dress to
stay up because a safety
p in won't work here either.
f) A couple of Bobt:y pinsIn case your weave comes
loose at the end. just pin it

up. We don't want any
phony ponies hitting the
floor, now do we?
g) Brush & Comb- In case
you get a bad static attack.
h) Hair Spray- In case your
hair gets really dry. Or. you
can just stand in the mirror
and admire your hair and
just spray it all night long.
(I'm quite sure your date
wouldn't mind standing by
the punch bowl admiring his
reflection In the mix.)
i) Perfume- Just in case you
don ' t have any on or In
case you didn't put on any
deodorant you can always
spray a little under your
armpits to cover up your less
glamorous odors.
J) Last. but not least. a pack
of Double-Mint or a pack of
Certs- in case there's a bad
breath attack after dinner

Lesson #2
Guys, don't leave home
without a few little items
that will probably help
during the evening such as:
a) Extra cash- Just in case
you need to pay for something that night. Perhaps
anotherco~agethatdried

up and died. or dinner at a
restaurant. or pictures, or
candy, or a tax1. or a snack,
or, or, or.
b) Double-Mint or Certs. in
case you eat something

with onions. You don 't
want your girlfriend to run
away from your hot breath.
c) Condoms-In case
you're so wrapped up in
the moment that you don 't
even think of the responsibility of raising a child or
children (twins or triplets) th1s one's for you ladies.
too.
Nikita Dixon, Manley
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Go to the Head of th e Class with
a money saving offer
at a location listed below
2217 S. Cicero Ave. (CICERO)
Cicero, IL 60650
(708) 652-8877
(in Omni Shopping Center)

11915 S. Pulaski (ALSfP)
Alsip, IL 60658
(708) 396-1930
(next to Amoco)

3155 W. Cermak (22nd & Kedzie)
Chicago, IL 60623
(312) 762-1947
(across from Kentucky Fried Chicken)

1920 N. Milwaukee® Western
Chicago, IL 60647
(312) 276-0098
(acrotl8 from McDonald's)

473 Torrence (CALUMET)
Calumet City, lL 60409
(708) 868-5030
(acro88 from Purple Steer Restaurant)

8700 S. Ashland (87 & ASHLAND)
Chicago, IL 60620
(312) 779-1570
(acro88 from Amoco)

5953 W. North@ Austin
Chicago, lL 60639
(312) 9622-8674
(acro88 from currency exchange)

17310 Torrence Ave.
Lansing, IL 60438
(708) 418-8034

1511 W. Jeffenon (JOLIET)
Joliet, IL 60435
(815) 741-3440
(next to McDonald's)

4624 S. Damen Ave. (47th & DAMEN)
Chicago, lL 60609
(312) 579-0204
(in Ornni Shopping Center)

6350 N. Broadway @ Devon
Chicago, IL 60660
(312) 973-4677
(acro88 from Broadway retirement home)

5240 N. Milwaukee@ Foster
Chicago, IL 60630
(312) 283-4010

10258 S. Halsted (103rd & ffLSTD)
Chicago, 1L 60628
(312) 239-4522
(acrON from Amoco)

6301 S. Kedzie (63rd & Kedzie)
Chicago, IL 60629
(312) 476-7449
(across from Payle88 Shoe Source)

120 W. Chicago ((Chgo. & LaSalle)
Chicago, IL 60610
(312) 642-0012
(acro88 from the Moody Bible 1118titute)

115th & Halsted
11449 S. Halsted
Chicago, lL 60628
(312) 264-8645

BUY ANY COMBO AND
RECEIVE A
FREE CHAMP

BUY A BACON CHEESEBURGER
& REG. DRINK
& GET A FREE REG. FRY

EXPIRES 5-l-95

EXPIRES 5-l-95
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